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  Midterm report of the Panel of Experts on the Central 
African Republic extended pursuant to Security Council 
resolution 2536 (2020) 
 

 

 

 Summary 

 The reporting period (September to December 2020) was marked by the 

preparations for the legislative and presidential elections held on 27 December 2020. 

In this context, strong disagreements emerged over the credibility and fairness of the 

electoral process between, on one side, President Faustin-Archange Touadéra and his 

entourage, and on the other, some armed groups and opposition members, in particular 

former President and sanctioned individual François Bozizé. An escalation of tensions 

led in December to the attempt by a newly established coalition of armed groups to 

prevent the election from taking place. 

 The report sheds new light on the regional dimensions of the crisis and the 

significance of cross-border flows of fighters, arms and natural resources as a key 

aspect of the crisis in the Central African Republic. On 8 November, fighters from 

South Sudan attacked positions held by the armed group Unité pour la Paix en 

Centrafrique (UPC) in Bambouti (Haut-Mbomou Prefecture, Central African 

Republic) and on 1 December, fighters from the Sudan attacked the Goula -populated 

town of Boromata (Vakaga Prefecture). In the Sam-Ouandja area (Haute-Kotto 

Prefecture), controlled by fighters under the command of “general” Zakaria Damane, 

the Panel observed the existence of several cross-border arms trafficking routes and 

the settlement of two armed groups composed of foreign fighters – one Chadian, the 

other Sudanese – involved in various types of trafficking activities, including 

diamonds, gold and cannabis. These developments illustrated the vulnerability of 

populations living in border areas with limited to no Sta te presence and confirmed the 

urgent need for stronger action by the Government of the Central African Republic to 

strengthen cooperation with its neighbours and address border security issues.  

 The report addresses the funding strategy of Ali Darassa’s UPC, which has 

become one of the strongest armed groups, if not the strongest armed group, operating 

in the Central African Republic. In Ouaka Prefecture, the Panel documented the 

consolidation of UPC control of gold mining activities through an illegal par allel 

administration collecting taxes from all of the sector operators. In this connection, the 

Panel obtained evidence that two gold mining companies, MIDAS Ressources and 

Industrie Minière de Centrafrique, were collaborating with UPC leadership and payin g 

the group for protection. The report also addresses the situation in the Haut -Mbomou 

Prefecture, where UPC has engaged in an aggressive taxation policy threatening food 

security for the population of Obo.  

 The report also documents human rights and international humanitarian law 

violations by soldiers from the Armed Forces of the Central African Republic  (FACA) 

particularly affecting women, children and minority groups. The Panel collected 

evidence of cases of sexual violence against minors, recruitment and use of children, 

military use of school buildings, arbitrary arrests, detentions, summary execution and 

forced disappearances. Such incidents continued to feed the narrative of armed groups 

claiming to protect discriminated minority groups and underlined the need for stronger 

action by the Government in the field of military justice.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
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 With regard to international support to national defence and security forces, 

several cases of diversion of material recently delivered also underlined the 

importance for national authorities to ensure proper physical protection, control, 

management, traceability and accountability of weapons and ammunition stocks.  
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 I. Background  
 

 

1. On 28 July 2020, the Security Council adopted resolution 2536 (2020), by which 

it extended the arms embargo, travel ban and asset freeze, with some exemptions, in 

the Central African Republic (Central African Republic). The Council also extended 

the mandate of the Panel of Experts to, inter alia, continue to assist the Security 

Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 2127 (2013) concerning the 

Central African Republic, including by providing information regarding individuals 

and entities that may meet the designation criteria in paragraphs 20 to 22 of resolution 

2399 (2018) and extended in paragraph 5 of resolution 2536 (2020). 

2. The Panel was requested to provide to the Council, after discussion with the 

Committee, a midterm report no later than 31 January 2021. The present report covers 

the period between 24 August 2020, following the appointment of the Panel by the 

Secretary-General (S/2020/831), and 28 December 2020, the drafting completion 

date, with references to earlier developments.  

 

  Cooperation  
 

3. Having been unable to travel to the Central African Republic during its previous 

mandate due to restrictions related to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic 

(see S/2020/662, para. 5), the Panel resumed its missions in September 2020. The Panel 

travelled to 10 of the 16 Central African Republic prefectures (see map in anne x 1.1), 

as well as to Cameroon.  

4. Since the beginning of its mandate, the Panel addressed 14 official 

communications to Member States, international organizations and private entities. It 

received six responses (see annex 1.2).  

5. The Panel has continued to exchange information with other panels or groups 

of experts established by the Security Council, in particular the Panels of Expe rts on 

South Sudan and the Sudan and the Group of Experts on the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo. 

6. The Panel thanks the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization 

Mission in the Central African Republic (MINUSCA) for its continued support and 

collaboration. 

 

  Methodology  
 

7. The Panel endeavours to ensure compliance with the standards recommended 

by the Informal Working Group of the Security Council on General Issues of 

Sanctions in its report of 22 December 2006 (see S/2006/997, annex). While it aims 

to be as transparent as possible, in situations in which identifying sources would 

expose them or others to unacceptable safety risks, the Panel intends to withhold 

identifying information. The Panel corroborated findings by triangulating information 

with independent and reliable sources.  

8. The Panel is equally committed to the highest degree of fairness and has strived 

to make available to parties, where appropriate and possible, any information in the 

present report for which those parties may be cited, for their review, comment and 

response, within a specified deadline.  

9. The Panel safeguards the independence of its work against any effort to 

undermine its impartiality or create a perception of bias. The Panel approved the text, 

conclusions and recommendations in the present report on the basis of consensus prior 

to its transmission by the Panel’s Coordinator to the President of the Security Council.  

 

 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2127(2013)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2399(2018)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/831
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2006/997
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 II. Election preparations under heightened tension 
 

 

10. In mid-December, a coalition of armed groups started conducting violent actions 

to push for the postponement of the presidential and legislative elections. Fighters 

from the coalition also disrupted or prevented voting operations on election day 

(27 December) in many areas. The Panel was not in a position to investigate those 

incidents, including reported cases of attacks against civilians and peacekeepers, as 

they took place during the drafting of the present report. This section covers the 

escalation of tensions which led to the above-mentioned episode of violence. It 

addresses, in particular, strong disagreements over the credibility and fairness of the 

electoral process between President Faustin-Archange Touadéra’s entourage and a 

range of other actors, including some armed groups and opposition members.  

 

 

 A. Distrust over the electoral process among opposition members 
 

 

11. As detailed in annex 2.1, the political opposition continued to express strong 

concerns over several aspects of the process, in particular regarding the independence 

of the National Electoral Authority, the lack of participation of refugees, reported 

irregularities with voter registration and the impact of the security situation on the 

campaign (see S/2020/662, paras. 15–17 and annex 2.6).  

12. The main opposition platform (see S/2020/662, annex 2.2) called for 

postponement of the elections and for national consultations to address those issues, 

stressing that “badly prepared elections” would “inevitably lead the country to a new 

crisis” (see annex 2.2). President Touadéra refused to organize consultations, as he was 

of the view that delaying the elections would be in breach of the Constitution (see 

annex 2.3). 

 

 

 B. Armed groups and the elections: from engagement to obstruction 
 

 

  Armed groups promoting their interests through the elections (June–November) 
 

13. Compared with previous elections (see S/2016/694, para. 22), the Panel noted a 

slight increase in the number of armed group members among candidates, especially 

candidates affiliated with the ex-Séléka. While the Constitutional Court ruled out the 

participation of 11 such candidates, at least four armed group members remained 

among the contenders for legislative elections (see annex 2.4). 

14. Between June and November, despite statements pledging not to interfere in the 

elections (see annex 2.5), most armed groups engaged in actions impeding the 

activities of the National Electoral Authority and various candidates running in the 

legislative elections. Annex II provides information on these incidents, focusing on 

those involving the Mouvement patriotique pour la Centrafrique (MPC) under the 

command of “general” Mahamat Al-Khatim. Such actions were motivated by 

financial1 and political interests. By demonstrating their capacity to impede the 

electoral process, armed groups were hoping to gain leverage in negotiations with the 

Government. In a communiqué of 28 October, the 14 armed groups recalled their 

grievances and asked, without success, for a meeting to discuss conditions conducive 

to holding peaceful elections (see annex 2.7).  

 

__________________ 

 1  Candidates and National Electoral Authority staff were often racketeered. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2016/694
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  Armed groups pushing for postponement of the elections (December)  
 

15. In mid-December, several armed groups engaged in coordinated military 

actions, mainly in western and central Central African Republic, aimed at forcing the 

Government into negotiations. The constitution of this ad hoc coalition, Coalition des 

patriotes pour le changement (CPC), was formalized in a communiqué of 

15 December endorsed by sanctioned individuals Abbas Sidiki and Nourredine 

Adam,2 respectively, the leaders of Retour, réclamation et réhabilitation (3R) and 

Front populaire pour la renaissance de la Centrafrique (FPRC), as well as leaders of 

Unité pour la paix en Centrafrique (UPC), MPC and the two anti-balaka branches. 

Annex 2.8 details the motivations of each of these armed groups.  

16. In that communiqué and subsequent ones, the groups echoed the political 

opposition’s call for national consultations and postponement of the elections, 

deemed a “hold-up” (see annex 2.9). They threatened to use force should the 

Government oppose these demands. On 27 December, fighters from these groups 

disrupted or prevented voting operations in most prefectures.  

 

 

 C. Escalation of tensions between former President Bozizé and 

President Touadéra 
 

 

17. On 3 December, the Constitutional Court validated 17 candidates for the 

presidential election, including current President Faustin-Archange Touadéra. The 

Court rejected the candidacy of François Bozizé on the basis of a morality criterion, 

citing an outstanding national arrest warrant and United Nations sanctions against 

Bozizé (see annex 2.10). 

18. In the following weeks, Bozizé officially urged his supporters to accept the  

decision, stay calm and vote in favour of Anicet Dologuélé (see annex 2.11). At the 

same time, Bozizé played a pivotal role in the establishment of the above-mentioned 

coalition of armed groups, as evidenced by meetings and movements of fighters 

around Bossangoa (Ouham Prefecture), where he had established himself following 

the Court’s decision.3 He officially recognized his affiliation with the coalition in a 

statement issued on 26 December.4 Bozizé’s activities triggered strong condemnation 

by the Government and international partners (see annex 2.12). 

19. Leaders of Bozizé’s Kwa Na Kwa political party have repeatedly held President 

Touadéra and his supporters responsible for the heightening of tensions in the country. 

Beyond voicing concerns over the electoral process (see para. 11), Kwa Na Kwa 

continued to consider that the Government has attempted to eliminate Bozizé 

“politically as well as physically” (see annex 2.13 and S/2020/662, para. 24), thereby 

portraying the former President’s actions as undertaken in self-defence. 

 

 

 D. Elections in Birao: from a military to a political victory?  
 

 

20. Some armed groups also used the elections as an opportunity to promote their 

local political agendas. Previous Panel reports described the military successes in 

Vakaga Prefecture of a coalition of armed groups5 claiming to represent the interests 

of Goula and Kara communities (see S/2019/930, paras. 46–76). 

__________________ 

 2  Reference numbers CFi.014 and CFi.002 respectively. 

 3  Confidential reports, 15 to 26 December 2020.  

 4  Bozizé’s statement is archived at the United Nations.  

 5  Parti pour le rassemblement de la nation centrafricaine (PRNC), Rassemblement patriotique pour 

le renouveau de la Centrafrique (RPRC) and Mouvement des libérateurs centrafricains pour la 

justice (MLCJ). 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/930
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21. The Panel’s investigation exposed a series of actions by these armed groups to 

maximize the chances of success of their preferred candidates in the legislative 

elections for the Birao I district. On 13 July, military leaders of the Goula -Kara 

coalition issued a statement requesting the Government to prevent the serving 

parliamentarian Valentin Goumba, a member of the Sara community, from travelling 

to Birao (see annex 2.14), alleging that Goumba had supported the FPRC in recent 

fighting. From 20 to 23 October, while Goumba was unable to travel to Birao, the 

Panel observed that other candidates were able to campaign freely in the town. Most 

of those campaigning were Karas with connections to leaders of the Goula-Kara 

coalition, as described in annex 2.15.  

22. Annex 2.16 provides further information on this issue and, more broadly, on 

attempts by leaders of this coalition, including Zakaria Damane (see S/2019/930, 

paras. 62–64), to prevent or control the restoration of state authority. 

 

 

 III. Central African Republic borderlands: foreign fighters, 
cross-border trafficking and the limits of regional cooperation 
 

 

23. In the eastern and north-eastern parts of the country, in all of its missions since 

its inception, the Panel has heard the same statement reiterated by civilians, armed 

groups members, traders and local authorities alike: “Here there is no border.” The 

situation and incidents described below – in Sam-Ouandja, Boromata and Bambouti – 

demonstrate the multiple security threats, including trafficking in arms, attacks on 

civilians and crime, faced by populations in these areas under the long-term control 

of armed groups and along uncontrolled borders. The section also addresses the 

limitations of the Government’s efforts to address this situation.  

 

 

 A. Sam-Ouandja: borderland entrepôt for trafficking and foreign 

armed groups  
 

 

24. Sam-Ouandja (Haute-Kotto Prefecture) is a diamond-mining area close to the 

sparsely populated borderlands of the Sudan and South Sudan (see map in annex 3.1). 

In December, the Panel observed that Sam-Ouandja was controlled by Central African 

armed groups and that the area also hosted rear operating bases for two foreign armed 

groups. With the complicity of Rassemblement patrio tique pour le renouveau de la 

Centrafrique (RPRC) “general” Zakaria Damane, these groups generated significant 

revenue from various traffics (arms, drugs and natural resources) flowing in and out 

of the Central African Republic territory and impacting the security of the sub-region. 

 

  Zakaria Damane’s enduring control of Sam-Ouandja 
 

25. Since 2006, the town has been successively controlled by different armed 

groups, all headed by Goula “general” Zakaria Damane, as described in annex 3.2.  

26. The Panel observed that the town and its surroundings were under the control 

of armed elements under Damane, including a few FPRC elements. “General” Tom 

Adam, alias “Ben Laden”, former zone commander of Bambari and Ndassima (Ouaka 

Prefecture) under the Séléka (see S/2014/762, para, 62), and a long-term associate of 

Damane, was the RPRC “general” in charge of the area. His deputy was “general” 

Djuma Alanta, a Goula officially under the command of FPRC “general” Ali Oust a. 

However, according to Alanta himself, he took his orders from Damane, illustrating 

further that ethnic affiliation was key to allegiance. Almost every armed element who 

met with the Panel in Ouadda and Sam-Ouandja self-identified as a member of the 

RPRC and confirmed that they followed the orders of either Tom Adam or Damane. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/930
https://undocs.org/en/S/2014/762
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27. According to numerous testimonies of Sam-Ouandja inhabitants, the security 

situation was calm in the town. However, the presence of foreign armed groups on 

surrounding axes created an atmosphere of constant fear – expressed by both civilians 

and armed group members – that armed elements from the Sudan may attack and 

overwhelm them. 

 

  Presence of foreign armed group bases in the Central African Republic  
 

28. For a number of years, the Panel has received corroborating information from 

multiple armed group representatives describing the long-term presence of an armed 

group composed of Chadian rebels based south of Sam-Ouandja. In 2019, the Panel 

received similar information about the arrival of a new armed group composed of 

Sudanese rebels who had established a base between Sam-Ouandja and the Sudanese 

border, around 30 km from the town. During a meeting with the Panel in October 

2020, Damane denied the presence of these foreign armed groups in the Sam-Ouandja 

area. However, during its investigations in Bangui, Bria, Ouadda and Sam-Ouandja, 

the Panel collected numerous testimonies confirming and providing details on the 

presence and activities of these two foreign armed groups.  

 

  Chadian rebel group involved in illicit exploitation of gold and diamonds 
 

29. Since 2015, Chadian rebels from the Ouaddaï ethnic group have been positioned 

85 km from Sam-Ouandja, on the Kaouadja axis leading to South Sudan (see map in 

annex 3.1), according to armed group sources, who also confirmed that  their arrival 

and continued presence was the subject of an agreement concluded directly with 

Damane. According to multiple sources, including Goula fighters, Damane drew on 

elements from the group of Chadian rebels during the attack conducted by Goula 

fighters against Ndélé in March 2020 (see S/2020/662, para. 32). The group 

reportedly had links to Chadian opposition figures and was primarily sustained by 

artisanal exploitation of gold and diamond mines (see annex 3.3).  

 

  Sudanese rebels with links to illicit drug cultivation and trafficking  
 

30. As confirmed by a wide range of sources,6 in December 2019 a delegation of four 

individuals met Tom Adam, asking for land and permission for a Sudanese rebel group  

to establish a base in the area. The group, which settled 30 km from Sam-Ouandja on a 

small axis leading to the Sudanese border, was described as a splinter faction of the 

Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) (referred to locally as “Toro Boro”), composed 

of approximately 120 fighters, mostly from the Masalit ethnic group, under the local 

command of a “general” named Bahar. JEM refused to join the Juba peace agreement 

signed in October 2020 between the Sudanese Government and five rebel groups. 7 

Several sources reported that this JEM faction was expected to be reinforced by fighters 

who were in transit in South Sudan at the time of the writing of the present report. 

According to several armed group representatives, this movement was coordinated by 

former Chadian officials based in Juba (South Sudan) and Ndjamena.  

31. According to multiple sources, this JEM faction was connected with the l arge-

scale illicit cultivation and trafficking of cannabis, in coordination with Tom Adam 

and Alanta (see annex 3.4). 

 

__________________ 

 6  Armed group and community representatives and local authorities.  

 7  African Union-United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur press release of 3 October 2020, 

available at https://unamid.unmissions.org/unamid-jsr-congratulates-sudanese-parties-formal-

signing-peace-agreement.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://unamid.unmissions.org/unamid-jsr-congratulates-sudanese-parties-formal-signing-peace-agreement
https://unamid.unmissions.org/unamid-jsr-congratulates-sudanese-parties-formal-signing-peace-agreement
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  Ascendant arms trafficking hub 
 

32. According to armed group sources, Sam-Ouandja has long served as a hub for 

arms and ammunition trafficked among armed groups. In 2019–2020, however, its 

significance increased in response to reduced levels of commercial tr ade – and 

particularly arms and ammunition flows – from the Sudan through the Am Dafok-

Birao-Bria trade corridor caused by power struggles between armed groups in Vakaga 

Prefecture (see S/2020/662 and S/2019/930). 

33. As confirmed by sources based in Bria, Birao and Sam-Ouandja, Alanta (see 

para. 26) has served as the key interlocutor for arms and ammunition trafficked from 

the Sudan through Sam-Ouandja, acting with the consent and control of Damane. 

Multiple credible local and armed group sources confirmed that he was in regular 

contact with armed group elements who placed arms and ammunition orders with 

him, and noted that there was no limit in terms of quantity or calibre, including pistols, 

AK-pattern rifles, 12.7mm and 14.5mm machine guns, rocket-propelled grenade 

launchers and all associated ammunition. Sourcing was managed through contacts in 

Tulus (Sudan) with, according to armed group sources, the involvement of the local 

nazir (traditional leader). Material has been trafficked by motorcycle from Tulus to 

Sam-Ouandja and onward to Ouadda, Bria and Bokolobo (UPC headquarters). Larger 

orders have also been delivered by truck, but this was less common. Alanta also 

served as an arms vendor to local civilians (see annex 3.5).  

34. Based on Panel interviews, arms and ammunition trafficked via this route has 

primarily served Goula armed groups present across the north-east region. However, 

since 2018 the network has expanded to increasingly provide access to UPC.8 Sources 

confirmed that UPC leader “general” Ali Darassa was in regular contact with Damane, 

Alanta and “Ben Laden”, and had sent four UPC representatives to Sam-Ouandja in 

2020 to manage local transhumance taxation and serve as interlocutors for arms 

trafficking. Although Alanta denied that the UPC had established a presence in the area, 

according to armed group sources, one UPC representative was in fact present during 

the Panel’s meeting with Alanta and had also invested in the cannabis cultivation.  

35. According to multiple armed group sources, in 2018, the Sam-Ouandja axis was 

used to transport a consignment of arms and ammunition by trucks to the UPC in 

Bokolobo. Sources confirmed the interlocutor for the shipment as a Sudanese trader 

named Issa Bachir, a relative of Musa Hilal, a tribal leader and former Janjaweed 

militia commander from Darfur. Hilal was previously cited by the Panel as a principal 

supplier of weapons to ex-Séléka groups and, although imprisoned in 2017, is 

believed to have remained in contact with elements on the ground (see S/2018/1119 

para. 70). Sources reported that Issa Bachir also spent time in Bokolobo in 2018.  

36. A second trafficking route for arms and ammunition operated by Fulani herders 

also transited through the Sam-Ouandja area (see annex 3.6). 

 

 

 B. Attack on Boromata: marginalized north-east region facing 

constant border insecurity 
 

 

37. On 1 December, 15 vehicles mounted with 12.7 mm machine guns and 30 

motorbikes attacked the village of Boromata (see annex 3.7). Carried out by a group 

of predominantly Misseriya fighters from Um Dukhun (Central Darfur, Sudan) 9 under 

the instruction of Yahya Kitabene,10 the attack resulted in the almost complete 

__________________ 

 8  Confidential sources in Bangui, Bria and Sam-Ouandja. 

 9  Confidential report. 

 10  Armed group members, community leaders, confidential reports and diplomatic sources.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/930
https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/1119
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destruction of the town and wholesale displacement of the local population, mainly 

Goulas (see annex 3.8). Armed groups and local militias managed to repel the 

assailants and regained control of the town.  

38. Annex 3.9 provides information on Yahya Kitabene and his well-established 

relations with Séléka leaders, including Damane.  

39. The Boromata attack took place as a result of longstanding tensions between the 

Misseriya and Goula communities (see S/2020/662, annex 3.5). It was an attempt by 

Misseriyas to force Goulas into paying compensation (the “diya”) for the killing of 

members of their community by Goulas in recent fighting in Vakaga Prefecture and 

to settle past conflicts. Annex 3.10 provides a further explanation of how competing 

demands for diya payments affects relations between Central African Republic and 

Sudanese armed groups. 

40. Goulas have accused Rounga armed elements under the leadership of 

Nourredine Adam of involvement in the attack. The Panel could not confirm this 

assertion, but notes that this incident deepened ethnic tensions, thereby weakening 

the reconciliation agreement signed in Bangui by traditional leaders from the north -

east on 10 November.11  

41. Locals met by the Panel (armed group and community members, local 

authorities, etc.) noted the absence of an official statement by authorities of the 

Central African Republic in reaction to this incursion of foreign fighters into the 

country’s territory. This reinforced their feeling that managing border security was 

the responsibility of local communities and their affiliated armed groups. Although 

40 elements of the FACA contingent based in Birao were deployed in response to the 

attack, it was the result of a decision taken by the FACA commander in Birao 

following MINUSCA lobbying at local level rather than in response to directives from 

Bangui-based authorities. Moreover, the deployment was only agreed on the 

condition that MINUSCA would transport and provide logist ical support to FACA, 

which delayed their response (see also annex 5.1). By contrast, on 2 December, FPRC 

issued a communiqué (see annex 3.11) condemning the attack, and the Goula -Kara 

coalition dispatched elements from at least three nearby prefectures wi thin a matter 

of hours in order to reinforce efforts by local armed groups to repel incursions.  

 

 

 C. Attacks by fighters from South Sudan on Bambouti 
 

 

42. Annex 3.12 provides details on attacks by fighters from South Sudan on UPC 

positions in Bambouti on 8 November. 

 

 

 D. Limited progress on regional cooperation for border security  
 

 

  The tripartite force in need of reinforcement 
 

43. In 2005, the Central African Republic, Chad and the Sudan established a 

tripartite force to counter insecurity in the tri-border area.12 The Protocol, amended in 

2011, envisaged a force of 1,500 soldiers in total (500 per country) with mixed units 

deployed in Am Dafok (Sudan), Tissi (Chad) and Birao (Central African Republic).  

44. The operational capacity of this force has remained limited. Chadian officials 

told the Panel that Chad was maintaining a military presence in Tissi (Chad), but 

under national command or as part of the Chad-Sudan mixed force rather than the 

__________________ 

 11  MINUSCA press release of 11 November 2020, available at https://minusca.unmissions.org/les-

communautés-du-nord-est-de-la-rca-décident-d’enterrer-définitivement-la-hache-de-guerre.  

 12  Protocol archived at United Nations.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://minusca.unmissions.org/les-communautés-du-nord-est-de-la-rca-décident-d’enterrer-définitivement-la-hache-de-guerre
https://minusca.unmissions.org/les-communautés-du-nord-est-de-la-rca-décident-d’enterrer-définitivement-la-hache-de-guerre
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tripartite force. The Central African Republic and the Sudan maintained a joint 

presence in Am Dafok (Sudan) with 75 FACA soldiers13 and, according to a Sudanese 

official, at least 150 Sudanese soldiers.  

45. Sudanese officials informed the Panel of their readiness to strengthen their 

participation in the tripartite force but also underlined the need for authorities of the 

Central African Republic to reinforce their contribution in terms of soldiers and 

increase logistical support. FACA soldiers deployed in Am Dafok have remained 

dependent on support from the Sudan, including for transport and troop rotation. 

Officials of the Central African Republic recognized that the main obstacles to the 

tripartite reinforcement were the financial and operational limitations of FACA.  

46. The case of the tripartite force fed into the feeling – widespread among diplomats 

from the region – that more action should be taken by the Government of the Central 

African Republic to address border security issues and, more broadly, build trust and 

cooperation with neighbouring countries, as had been underlined during the Central 

African Republic-Chad joint commission of December 2019 (see S/2020/662, annex 8). 

 

  The proposal for an Economic Community of Central African States force  
 

47. In mid-November 2020, the Government of the Central African Republic 

requested the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) to deploy to 

Central African Republic its Central Africa Multinational Force (FOMAC) in view 

of, in the short term, ensuring security for the elections and, in the longer run, securing 

border areas (see annex 3.13). Diplomatic sources told the Panel that this proposal 

was submitted belatedly and without the required operational details to be approved 

during the ECCAS summit of Libreville (27 November). Annex 3.14 provides 

information on decisions taken during the Summit.  

 

  Bilateral security cooperation with Cameroon and the Republic of the Congo  
 

48. Annex 3.15 provides information on ongoing cooperation by the Central African 

Republic with Cameroon and the Republic of the Congo. 

 

 

 IV. Armed groups financing through gold and taxation: the case 
of Unité pour la Paix en Centrafrique 
 

 

49. At the time of drafting the present report, UPC had a confirmed presence in 

seven prefectures (see annex 4.1) where the Panel noticed a significant turnover of 

zone commanders or “generals” and the regular appearance of new elements, always 

wearing fresh uniforms and carrying comparatively sophisticated weaponry (see 

annex 4.2). The Panel assessed that the capacity of UPC to acquire weapons and 

recruit fighters was unparalleled among armed groups in the Central African 

Republic. 

50. The military strategy of UPC has been sustained by a constant expansion of its 

areas of influence to increase tax collection opportunities, primarily over cattle-

related activities, its core economic interest (see S/2020/662, paras. 52–57, and 

S/2018/1119, paras. 105–140). Over the years, UPC has, however, gradually 

diversified its sources of revenue with tolls collected from operators in all economic 

sectors (see S/2018/729). The present report provides evidence of the consolidation 

of taxation practices by UPC over gold activities (case of Ouaka Prefecture; see 

S/2018/729, annex 6.6). It also demonstrates how different forms of taxation not only 

__________________ 

 13  As reported to the Committee on 7 July.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/1119
https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/729
https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/729
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increase UPC revenues but can also be used as a tool for retaliation against an entire 

community (Haut-Mbomou Prefecture). 

 

 

 A. Gold in Ouaka Prefecture 
 

 

51. In October 2020, the Panel visited Ndassima and Bakala, two major gold-producing 

areas of Ouaka Prefecture (see map in annex 4.3 with Katsha, Yassine and Ndassima). In 

these locations and surroundings, the Panel witnessed the lack of State presence. This 

vacuum was filled by UPC, the main armed group which controlled most areas in Ouaka 

Prefecture. The Panel also documented activities of two private companies meeting one 

of the sanctions criteria defined in Security Council resolutions. 14  

 

  The absence of the state in the gold sector in Ouaka Prefecture  
 

52. In all localities visited, the Panel observed the absence of the security forces of 

the Central African Republic. Most local government officials were based in Bambari 

and informed the Panel that other areas in Ouaka Prefecture did not offer the 

necessary security for their operations. Two mining officials told the Panel that their 

movements outside Bambari were either prohibited or restricted by UPC, preventing 

them from properly monitoring mining activities.  

53. The Panel held discussions with mining actors in several areas, including 

collectors, artisanal miners and miners, who all confirmed that they rarely saw State 

representatives at mining sites. Most of them told the Panel that the State’s presence 

was limited to Bambari, as other areas were controlled by UPC.  

 

  UPC control over the gold supply chain 
 

54. The Panel found that UPC dominant control over mining activities was first 

visible through numerous roadblocks on the roads to mining sites, for instance 

between Bambari and Katsha,15 and at the Katsha mining site itself, where the Panel 

noticed a UPC position with 10 armed elements. 

55. The Panel confirmed that UPC has established a centralized system of illegal 

taxation, with tolls collected at roadblocks and other fees paid as a requirement to 

conduct economic activities in general and mining in particular (see annex 4.4). From 

the Panel’s conservative estimate,16 in October 2020, UPC received approximately 

876,000 CFA francs ($1,628) as registration fees for artisanal miners and miners 

working at the Katsha mining site alone. 

56. UPC has developed a parallel mining administration, with a general manager 

operating in Bokolobo, office managers present in various towns and mining agents 

collecting taxes on all sites with the help of UPC armed elements. Five artisanal 

miners accused by UPC of paying official mining taxes (to the State) told the Panel 

that in September they had been threatened by two UPC mining agents accompanied 

by three armed elements.  

57. UPC leadership also used its armed elements to impede the work of mining 

officials. The Panel documented four occasions in which officials from Ouaka Prefecture 

were prevented from reaching mining areas. During the latest incident in November, one 

__________________ 

 14  Under paragraph 21(e) of resolution 2399 (2018), as renewed by resolution 2536 (2020), 

individuals and entities are subject to sanctions if they provide “support for armed groups or 

criminal networks through the illicit exploitation or trade of natu ral resources, including 

diamonds, gold, wildlife as well as wildlife products in or from the CAR”.  

 15  A hill also called 4x4 is located approximately four km from Djoubissi.  

 16  Calculations on the basis of figures obtained from several mining actors in Ouaka Prefecture. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2399(2018)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
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official was arrested and detained for seven hours at UPC premises in Ndassima 2. While  

detained, the official was told that it was forbidden to visit those areas.  

58. The Panel confirmed that the taxation system was centrally managed from 

Bokolobo. Two UPC armed elements and one commander told the Panel that the 

taxation system was conceived at their Bokolobo headquarters. Three Bambari-based 

mining actors told the Panel that they had been deported to Bokolobo and physically 

abused in September because they had refused to pay a hike in taxes. Whenever there 

was an important change in the taxation system, the UPC mining general manager 

himself came from Bokolobo to inform stakeholders. In September, for instance, the 

manager presided over a meeting in Bambari and informed all mining actors of a tax 

increase of 50 per cent as of January 2021.  

59. Annex 4.5 provides information on the use of child and forced labour at mining 

sites controlled by UPC.  

 

  Mining companies: a systemic violation of the sanctions regime  
 

60. In its previous report (see S/2020/662, paras. 93–95), the Panel had expressed 

concerns that private actors involved in the gold sector might contribute to UPC 

financing. In the course of its investigations, the Panel confirmed that two gold 

mining companies, MIDAS Ressources (MIDAS) and Industrie Minière de 

Centrafrique (IMC), were working openly with UPC in violation of Central African 

mining regulations and the sanctions regime. The Panel specifically found that those 

companies were paying UPC elements for their security. In a meeting in December, 

the Central African Republic Minister of Mines confirmed to the Panel that it was 

forbidden for a mining company to provide funds to an armed group.  

 

  MIDAS 
 

61. MIDAS obtained a mining permit for gold exploitation in Ndassima on 7 March  

2020 and started operations in April. In October, the Panel witnessed MIDAS foreign 

engineers and local staff at the mining site in Katsha (see map in annex 4.1). In 

December, a MIDAS official informed the Panel that the company’s operations were 

still at the exploration stage and he could not confirm when exploitation would start. 

62. While visiting Ndassima in October, the Panel witnessed MIDAS engineers 

protected by three UPC armed elements. Also, the MIDAS field team, as well as the 

UPC zone commander in Ndassima and his elements, lived in the same house. The 

Panel visited the house and observed around 30 heavily armed UPC elements and five 

MIDAS foreign workers. 

63. The Panel confirmed that each of the three UPC elements responsible for the 

security of MIDAS foreign workers received a daily allowance of 2,000 CFA francs ($4) 

and a monthly salary of 100,000 CFA francs ($186). The three elements were sent from 

Bokolobo with a UPC commander who received a similar salary. Several sources told 

the Panel that MIDAS paid additional fees to UPC, which the Panel could not confirm. 

64. In response to the Panel’s request for information, MIDAS claimed in a letter of 

18 December that it was not aware of the UPC presence in its area of operations and 

asserted that it was working with local and national authorities to address security 

issues. MIDAS also shared with the Panel a letter of 26 December from the Minister 

of Interior of the Central African Republic addressed to the company, in which it was 

mentioned that MIDAS was not working with the armed group. However, as 

mentioned above (see paras. 52–53), the Panel observed that there was no state 

presence in Ndassima and therefore intends to further engage the authorities of 

Central African Republic to clarify how they reached such a conclusion.  

 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
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  IMC 
 

65. IMC activities in Central African Republic were documented in previous Panel 

reports (see S/2018/729, para. 102, and S/2018/1119, para. 155). During recent 

investigations, the Panel focused on the presence of IMC in Yassine. The Panel noted 

that IMC was acting on the basis of a permit approved by the authorities of the Central 

African Republic (see annex 4.6). Nevertheless, several Ouaka-based officials told 

the Panel that they could not do a proper monitoring of IMC production, either 

because they were prevented from moving to the IMC area of operation by UPC 

elements, or because IMC leadership told them that the company was only allowed to 

communicate with the authorities in Bangui. The country’s Ministry of Mines officials 

did not provide any clarification on this matter to the Panel.  

66. In October, the Panel witnessed six armed individuals securing IMC premises in 

Yassine. The armed elements told the Panel that they belonged to UPC and that any 

information regarding their mission could only be provided by their leadership in 

Bokolobo. Sources close to IMC confirmed to the Panel that these guards were sent from 

UPC headquarters in Bokolobo to secure the company operations. Several sources told 

the Panel that IMC paid each of the guards 150,000 CFA francs ($280) monthly.  

67. The Panel’s efforts to present its findings to IMC management were not 

successful. In December, two Central African Republic mining officials told the Panel 

that IMC manager Zhao Baomei had left the country. The Minister of Mines added 

that he had signed a decision to cancel the IMC permit. Subsequently, the Panel, 

however, obtained evidence confirming that IMC was still present in Yassine and was 

in fact exploring new mining pits around its current location.  

 

 

 B. Taxation as a weapon of war in Haut-Mbomou Prefecture 
 

 

68. Since their arrival in Bambouti (Haut-Mbomou Prefecture) in September 2019, 

UPC fighters under the command and control of Ali Darassa have extended their military 

control over the area between Zemio and Bambouti (see S/2019/930, annex 2.13). As 

observed by the Panel in October, following the incidents of Obo in May (see S/2020/620, 

annex 4.4), UPC has been attempting to reduce access to the town through its taxation 

activities, thereby increasing the food insecurity of the inhabitants (see annex 4.7).  

 

 

 V. National defence and security forces: training and 
deployment progress belies systemic human rights violations 
and indiscipline in the field 
 

 

 A. Armed Forces of the Central African Republic training and 

deployment issues  
 

 

69. Annex 5.1 provides information on training and deployment of FACA during 

the reporting period and notes that, while significant emphasis has been placed on 

recruitment (see S/2020/622), training and increasing FACA deployment numbers, 

the operational and logistical support provided to FACA units in the field remained 

weak, preventing the full operationalization of FACA and prompting thei r predatory 

behaviour towards the civilian population.  

 

 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/729
https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/1119
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/930
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/620
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/622
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 B. Systemic human rights and international humanitarian law 

violations prevalent in Armed Forces of the Central African 

Republic deployment areas 
 

 

  Women, children and minority groups particularly vulnerable  
 

70. During the period from May until early December 2020, the Panel travelled to 

six prefectures where FACA was deployed. Through interviews with victims, civil 

society, local government officials and FACA elements themselves, among others, the 

Panel found evidence of systemic human rights and international humanitarian law 

violations being committed by FACA soldiers. Women, children and minority groups 

were particularly vulnerable and predominantly the victims of such violations in cases 

analysed by the Panel.  

71. Violations by FACA soldiers against children were found to take a number of 

forms, including sexual violence against minors, recruitment and use of children, and 

the military use of school buildings, in contravention of international humanitarian 

law. The rape of a girl of 14 years of age by a FACA soldier in Bangassou, Mbomou 

Prefecture, on 11 August 2020 underlined the particular concern vis-à-vis sexual 

violence against minors.17 Also in Ouham-Pendé Prefecture, during the Panel’s 

mission to that area from 5 to 12 October, children were seen operating FACA 

roadblocks, an international humanitarian law violation on the recruitment and use of 

children, previously observed by Panel sources in Nana-Mambéré Prefecture. Finally, 

in Obo, Haut-Mbomou Prefecture, the Panel observed FACA soldiers occupying a 

school building in October 2020 in contravention of international humanitarian law.  

72. The Panel recorded multiple testimonies regarding FACA engaging in sexual 

relations with women in the local communities in areas where they were deployed. 

As discussed in annex 5.1, weak enforcement of proper weapons and ammunition 

management meant that FACA soldiers carried their weapons with them even while 

off-duty and in civilian clothes, rendering women vulnerable to sexual abuse and 

exploitation.18 For example, in Obo, where the Panel witnessed many FACA elements 

drinking at bars and walking around town in civilian clothes with their weapons, on 

20 November a woman of 65 years of age was hit by a FACA soldier with h is weapon 

and then raped.19  

73. Violence linked to FACA engagement in sexual relations with women in the  

local communities is not limited to acts perpetrated directly by FACA elements, but 

has also resulted in acts of retaliatory violence by local armed groups angered by 

relationships between the FACA soldiers and locals. For example, on 26 November, 

in a case investigated by the Panel during a mission in Ndélé, a woman was whipped 

and severely beaten by at least six FPRC elements in a compound controlled by FPRC 

Chief of Staff, Hassan Adamou, because of her relationship with a FACA soldier.  

74. In addition to a significant number of attacks on women, children and minorities, 

the Panel also documented a number of incidents in which FACA soldiers physically  

assaulted male civilians using their service weapons. For example, in Obo on 18 October, 

a local non-governmental organization worker was assaulted by four FACA soldiers, two 

of whom used their weapons during the assault. Meanwhile in Bouar, Nana-Mambéré 

Prefecture, on 14 August, a male and a female civilian were shot and killed by a drunk 

FACA soldier with his service weapon while guarding a private company.  

 

__________________ 

 17  Confidential report, 9 September 2020. 

 18  The Panel witnessed this in Paoua, Bocaranga, Birao and Obo in October and November 2020.  

 19  Confidential report, 22 November 2020.  
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  Armed Forces of the Central African Republic misconduct and human rights 

violations in the course of military operations: Obo case study  
 

75. The Panel conducted a detailed investigation into the events surrounding the UPC 

attack on Obo (Haut-Mbomou Prefecture) in May 2020 (see S/2020/662, annex 4.4). 

The Panel determined that during those events, FACA soldiers were involved in 

human rights violations and that there was no oversight from FACA leadership or 

recourse to justice for those affected by FACA misbehaviour. Moreover, the Panel 

observed FACA soldiers involved in law enforcement duties such as arresting 

individuals, and gathering and storing evidence, despite the presence of State law 

enforcement (police and gendarmerie) deployed in the area (see annex 5.2 for details 

on similar behaviour in Bouar). 

76. In Obo on 19 May, FACA soldiers and police officers were engaged in an exchange 

of fire with UPC at the ferry point on the Djemah axis. Upon return to town, they 

surrounded the predominantly Muslim-inhabited Arab District and selected three 

unarmed Muslim youth from the street, putting two in a vehicle and forcing the third to 

walk several hundred metres to the market where he was summarily executed by 

shooting. This incident was confirmed by a number of local witnesses, and by FACA 

and police elements themselves. During separate interviews, FACA and police sources 

confirmed to the Panel that local taxi driver Idriss Aliou was shot and killed – however, 

both laid the blame on the other. The whereabouts of the two other Muslim youths taken 

into custody by the joint FACA-police operation, Hassan and Gibril Adamou, remained 

unknown. Relatives told the Panel that they believed the two men had been killed.  

77. Over a period of four days (18–21 May), 12 additional males were taken into 

custody by the FACA, police and gendarmerie. Three were detained in the gendarmerie’s 

holding cells before being transferred, but the remaining nine were held at the FACA 

base, which was temporarily co-located with the police. A FACA commander, police 

officers and other eyewitnesses confirmed that detainees were held in a container for 

several days before being transferred to Bangui on 23 May, where three were later 

released. This dangerous practice by FACA elements had continued despite the military 

prosecutor confirming an open case at the military justice tribunal of Bangui related to 

the death in custody of an individual held in a container at the FACA base in Obo in 

2019. Several of those detained explained to the Panel that the doors of the container 

had only been opened to allow air in after they banged on the sides and a gendarme, who 

was in the FACA base at the time, opened the doors.  

78. FACA and police elements involved told the Panel that the arrested individuals 

were UPC accomplices, referring as evidence to weapons collected from the Arab 

District in the aftermath of the incident (see annex 5.3). The Panel collected  no 

evidence of such claims involving the nine individuals held at the FACA base during 

its mission to Haut-Mbomou Prefecture in October. Rather, all testimonies collected 

by the Panel from credible local sources described them as local businesspeople, or 

those with means within the community.  

79. Multiple credible sources in Haut-Mbomou Prefecture reported that FACA 

soldiers and police officers, including the police commissioner, were directly 

responsible for looting in Obo during the same period, including the looting of 

substantial sums of money and items such as solar panels, metal roof sheets and a 

motorbike. A further wave of looting was carried out by local community members 

later targeting the Arab District (see S/2020/662, annex 4.4). Eyewitnesses and 

confidential sources also confirmed that internal disputes over looted goods between 

FACA and police officers led to the physical assault of one of the police officers at 

the Obo FACA camp in the presence of a FACA commander. This FACA commander 

confirmed the incident to the Panel but described it as a disciplinary action for a 

misdemeanour by the police officer. Local sources confirmed to the Panel that the 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
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FACA commander had himself been observed using the stolen motorbike, and he also 

confirmed to the Panel that the stolen metal roof sheets were in the FACA compound.  

 

  Nascent military justice system results in widespread impunity for FACA  
 

80. The Panel discussed the above-mentioned issues with the chief military 

prosecutor in Bangui. Although reforms were made to the Military Code of Justice in 

2017, he observed that, with no budget allocated for court hearings, the system had 

remained effectively at a standstill. The Prosecutor explained to the Pane l that he had 

approximately 30 files pending from 2018 onward, but that no trials had yet taken 

place and that appointments to appropriately staff the military justice system had been 

slow. Although there should be three geographic jurisdictions for milita ry justice in 

Central African Republic, in Bangui, Bouar and Bambari, as yet no official had been 

assigned to cover Bambari, so all such cases were handled in Bangui. In the interim, 

a number of individuals awaiting prosecution had been released by ministe rial order. 

Additionally, cases only reached the courts in instances in which local commanders 

opted to submit cases for investigation. For example, no investigation of alleged 

FACA and police misconduct in Obo in May has been conducted, despite the 

seriousness of allegations, which include the above-mentioned looting, forced 

disappearances and the summary execution of an unarmed civilian.  

 

 

 C. Joint security units contributed to insecurity in deployment areas  
 

 

81. Annex 5.4 provides information on the ongoing rollout of joint security units 

(Unités spéciales mixtes de sécurité or USMS), noting concerns over repeated 

incidents of misconduct of the USMS elements, combined with poor weapons and 

ammunition management, which have had a negative impact on secur ity in areas 

where they were deployed. 

 

 

 VI. Arms embargo and weapons and ammunition management  
 

 

 A. Easing of the arms embargo and coordination  
 

 

82. On 28 July, the Council adopted resolution 2536 (2020) which further eased the 

arms embargo with respect to the provision of rocket-propelled grenades and 

ammunition specially designed for such weapons to the security forces of the Central 

African Republic, for which notification 20 days in advance of delivery is now 

required, instead of a request for advance approval by the Sanctions Committee.  

83. The Panel noted that, during the reporting period, most notifications for the 

provision of assistance to the security forces of the Central African Republic  submitted 

to the Committee did not meet the requirement under resolution 2536 (2020) to ensure 

coordination with MINUSCA, nor the requirement to provide detailed explanations 

for how the assistance provided will support security sector reform.  

 

 

 B. Weapons and ammunition management and safe storage 
 

 

  Transport of weapons and military vehicles and weapons and 

ammunition management 
 

84. On 15 and 24 October, military aircraft from the Russian Federation arrived at 

M’Poko International Airport in Bangui to deliver 20 BRDM-2 armoured 

reconnaissance and patrol vehicles, with 20 14.5 mm Vladimirov KPVT machine guns 

and 20 7.62 mm Kalashnikov PKT machine guns (to be installed on the BRDM-2) to 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
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the security forces of the Central African Republic, as the Committee was informed 

on 12 October. The materiel was transported from the airport  to Camp Berengo 

(Lobaye Prefecture). In December, a FACA official informed the Panel that no official 

registration of the materiel had yet occurred. The Panel recalls that the Security 

Council stressed, in its resolution 2536 (2020), the need for the authorities of the 

Central African Republic to ensure physical protection, control, management, 

traceability and accountability of weapons, ammunition and military materiel 

transferred to their control. Photographic and video evidence received by the Panel 

revealed that, on 23 December, 3R and anti-balaka CPC forces seized one of the 

donated BRDM-2 armoured vehicles following fighting with government forces in 

Boali (see annex 6.1). Government sources confirmed this information. 

85. On 19 November, the Panel sent a letter to the FACA Chief of Staff to request 

access to visit Camp Berengo, but had not received an official response at the time of 

drafting of the present report.  

86. In the context of the December episode of violence, the FACA Chief of Staff 

and the Minister of Defence issued radio communiqués on 25 and 26 December 

respectively, noting widespread desertions and failure to respond to command of 

deployed FACA, and formally prohibiting all soldiers,  gendarmes, police and 

paramilitary forces from circulating with their firearms while in civilian clothing in 

order to prevent confusion and accidents (see annex 6.2). The Panel plans to 

investigate reported FACA and Internal Security Forces (ISF) desertion of their duties 

and bases as well as possible diversion of weapons and ammunition.  

 

  Follow-up on weapons seized in Birao  
 

87. Annex 6.3 provides updated information on weapons seized by FACA elements 

in Birao in February 2020 (S/2020/662, paras. 44–46). 

 

  Safe storage concerns regarding seized explosives 
 

88. Annex 6.4 provides information on safety concerns regarding explosives seized 

by national authorities. 

 

 

 VII. Recommendations 
 

 

89. The Panel makes the following recommendations: 

 

  To the Government of the Central African Republic 
 

 (a) To reinforce its efforts to address insecurity in border areas both through 

engagement with local communities and strengthened cooperation with neighbouring 

countries, including with concrete steps:  

 (i) Towards the full operationalization of the Central African Republic-Chad-

Sudan tripartite force; 

 (ii) To strengthen engagement with the Government of the Sudan to prevent 

further incursions similar to that of Boromata;  

 (iii) To strengthen engagement with the Government of South Sudan to prevent 

further incursions similar to that of Bambouti; 

 (iv) To continue regular engagement with Cameroon.  

 (b) To ensure strong operational guidance and support to deployed FACA and 

ISF elements, including the strengthening of the chain of command, appropriate 

disciplinary procedures and accountability;  

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/662
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 (c) To ensure that the military justice system is appropriately supported to 

facilitate immediate operationalization of all three military jurisdictions, allowing 

hearings to commence; 

 (d) To ensure physical protection, control, management, traceability and 

accountability of weapons, ammunition and military materiel transferred to State control;  

 (e) To commence investigations on and, as appropriate, prosecute companies 

engaged in business activities with UPC;  

 

  To all Member States 
 

 (f) To ensure that notifications for the provision of assistance to the security 

forces of the Central African Republic submitted to the Committee meet the 

requirement under resolution 2536 (2020) to ensure coordination with MINUSCA and 

the requirement to provide detailed explanations for how the assistance provided will 

support security sector reform. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2536(2020)
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Annex 1.2: Table of correspondence sent and received by the Panel from 1 September to 28 

December 2020 / Tableau des communications envoyées et reçues par le Groupe entre le 1er 

septembre et le 28 décembre 2020. 

 

 

Country/Entity 
Number of 
letters sent 

Information 
fully 

supplied 

Information 
partially 
supplied 

No answer / 
Information 
not supplied 

Pending 

Chair 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CAR 6 1   5   

Sudan 1 1      

Cameroon 2 1   1    

South Sudan  1    1   

France 1 1    

International 
Criminal Court 1 1       

Midas 1 1       
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Annex 2.1: Concerns expressed by opposition leaders over the electoral process / 

Préoccupations exprimées par les membres de l’opposition concernant le processus électoral.  

 

Concerns of opposition leaders regarding the electoral process were expressed in communiqués 

and in meetings with the Panel. 

First, these leaders considered that the ANE lacked independence. A communiqué from the main 

opposition platform Coalition de l’Opposition Démocratique-2020 (COD-2020; see S/2020/662, 

annex 2.2) dated 19 October 2020 claimed that, among the 11 new ANE members appointed on 

14 October, several were associates of the President’s party MCU (see document 1 below). Similar 

criticisms had been previously expressed against other ANE members (see S/2020/662, annex 2.6). 

The above-mentioned COD-2020 communiqué of 19 October also questioned the competencies 

of some ANE members. Finally, a wide range of observers, including representatives of 

international partners, cited lack of planning and mismanagement of funds by the ANE as the main 

causes, together with insecurity, for the delays in the election preparations (see annex 2.3 and 2.6 

of this report). 

Second, opposition leaders criticized the Government for having failed to take timely measures to 

ensure that CAR refugees were able to participate in the polls (see document 2 below). On 30 

September, the Government’s spokesperson argued that providing refugees with the right to vote 

was not a constitutional obligation and that there was no sufficient budget to enrol them.1 

Third, opposition leaders continued to point to irregularities in the voter registration process (see 

document 3 below) and therefore called for an independent audit of the electoral list.2 

Fourth, opposition members have continuously expressed concerns over the impact of the security 

situation on their ability to campaign, especially outside Bangui. Annex 2.6 of this report mentions 

numerous cases of actions by armed groups against candidates for legislative elections. Such 

concerns, already voiced in the first part of 2020 as mentioned in the Panel’s last report (see 

S/2020/662, para. 15), heightened with the episode of violence of December. As a result, on 22 

December, one of the Presidential contender Jean-Serge Bokassa withdrew from the race putting 

forward “practical and obvious reasons related to the security situation” (see document 4). 

Subsequently, several candidates seized the Constitutional Court and requested the postponement 

of the elections. The Court rejected their request in a decision of 26 December. 

  

__________________ 

1 “RCA/Elections 2020: le gouvernement tranche la question du vote des réfugiés”, Radio Ndele Luka, 2 October 2020 ; 

https://www.radiondekeluka.org/actualites/politique/36123-rca-elections-2020-le-gouvernement-tranche-la-question-du-vote-des-

refugies.html. Similar views were expressed by the presidential party MCU; “Centrafrique : la plate -forme politique Bê-Oko non 

favorable au vote des réfugiés”, RJDH, 1 octobre 2020; https://rjdh.org/index.php/actu/item/1381-centrafrique-la-plate-forme-be-

oko-politique-non-favorable-au-vote-des-refugies. 
2 “Centrafrique: l’opposition demande un audit du fichier électoral, l’ANE s’y oppose”, RFI, 19 octobre 2020; 

https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20201019-centrafrique-lopposition-exige-audit-fichier-%C3%A9lectoral-l-ane-s-y-oppose. 

https://www.radiondekeluka.org/actualites/politique/36123-rca-elections-2020-le-gouvernement-tranche-la-question-du-vote-des-refugies.html
https://www.radiondekeluka.org/actualites/politique/36123-rca-elections-2020-le-gouvernement-tranche-la-question-du-vote-des-refugies.html
https://rjdh.org/index.php/actu/item/1381-centrafrique-la-plate-forme-be-oko-politique-non-favorable-au-vote-des-refugies
https://rjdh.org/index.php/actu/item/1381-centrafrique-la-plate-forme-be-oko-politique-non-favorable-au-vote-des-refugies
https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20201019-centrafrique-lopposition-exige-audit-fichier-%C3%A9lectoral-l-ane-s-y-oppose
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The political opposition has continuously called for a “meeting of the active forces” (réunion de 

forces vives) in view of agreeing on a new electoral calendar that would leave enough time to 

address the above-mentioned issues. 
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Document 1: COD-2020 communiqué of 19 October 2020. 

Obtained by the Panel from a COD-2020 member on 20 October 2020. 
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Document 2: COD-2020 communiqué of 6 October 2020. 

Obtained by the Panel from a COD-2020 member on 6 October 2020. 
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Document 3: Communiqué of the opposition political platform COD-2020 of 29 July 2020. 

Obtained by the Panel from an opposition leader on 29 July 2020.  
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Document 4:  Letter of Jean-Serge Bokassa to the ANE (22 December 2020). 
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Annex 2.2: COD-2020 communiqué of 19 September 2020 / Communiqué de la COD-202 

du 19 septembre 2020. 
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Annex 2.3: Position of MCU leaders on the postponement of the elections / Position des 

leaders du MCU sur la question du report des élections. 

 

According to the provisions of the electoral code and the Constitution, the date of 30 March 2021 

marks the end of the President’s mandate. This raised questions as to when the elections should 

take place and more precisely, whether the date of the first round, scheduled for 27 December 

2020, could be moved without jeopardizing the constitutional calendar.  

In Spring 2020, President Touadéra’s supporters and MCU members had expressed concern that 

possible delays to the electoral calendar resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic could open the 

way for a new political transition, hence their proposal for a constitutional reform providing for 

an extension to the terms of the President and the National Assembly in such a situation. On 5 

June, while rejecting this proposal, the Constitutional Court’s opinion reassured MCU members 

by ruling out the option of a transition. Instead, the Court provided that, in the event that elections 

could not take place as scheduled, a solution should be found through a national consultation (see 

S/2020/662, paras. 18-21). Considering that the results of such consultations were uncertain and 

could result in instability, MCU leaders remained reluctant to discuss any change in the election 

dates; they argued that maintaining the election on 27 December was necessary to avoid a 

“constitutional void”.3 

In September, the difficulties encountered by the ANE during the voter enrolment process raised 

new concerns over possible delays (see annex 2.6 of this report for the impact of insecurity on 

ANE activities). As a result, on 23 September, at the initiative of MCU Members of Parliament, 

the National Assembly amended the electoral code to adjust the ANE’s timeline of activities and 

ensure that the first round of both legislative and presidential elections could still take place on 

27 December. The voter registration process was then extended and the date of the convening of 

the electoral college postponed from 27 September to 27 October. This decision triggered strong 

criticism by some opposition members who argued that such a reform of the electoral code was a 

violation of CAR’s obligations under several international instruments. They referred, inter alia, 

to the Protocol on Democracy and Good Governance of the International Conference of the Great 

Lakes Region (ICGLR), according to which no substantial change in the electoral law shall be 

made less than six months prior to the elections, unless the proposal is endorsed by a wide 

majority of political actors. 

International partners have also constantly underlined the importance of meeting the 

constitutional deadline and avoiding the scenario of a transition. At the same time, a number of 

national and international observers, including legal experts, argued that the elections could have 

taken place a few weeks after 27 December leaving more time to address some technical issues 

and some of the concerns raised by the political opposition. According to them, even with a first 

round taking place in the first half of January 2021, it would have been possible to complete all  

  

__________________ 

3 “Centrafrique: “La Cour constitutionnelle aurait dû accepter de repousser les élections”, Jeune Afrique, 9 September 2020. 

https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1041523/politique/centrafrique-la-cour-constitutionnelle-aurait-du-accepter-de-repousser-les-

elections/. 

https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1041523/politique/centrafrique-la-cour-constitutionnelle-aurait-du-accepter-de-repousser-les-elections/
https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1041523/politique/centrafrique-la-cour-constitutionnelle-aurait-du-accepter-de-repousser-les-elections/
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the required steps (from the first round to the announcement of the results) under the electoral 

code and the Constitution on time. 
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Annex 2.4: Decision of the Constitutional Court ruling out participation of armed group 

members as electoral candidates / Décision de la Cour Constitutionnelle d’invalider les 

candidatures des membres de groupes armés. 

 

On 27 November 2020, the Court decided to reject the candidacies to the legislative elections of 

11 individuals belonging to armed groups or associated with them (see document 1 below).4 This 

included, among others, Armel Sayo, the leader of the armed group Révolution et Justice (also 

candidate for the presidential race), two candidates from President Touadéra’s party MCU, and 

two from François Bozizé’s KNK. 

To justify its decisions, the Court indicated, among other reasons, that becoming Member of 

Parliament would provide immunity to these individuals. The Court also underlined that the 

presence of armed elements belonging to their groups in the districts where they were candidates 

was likely to undermine the “sincerity” of the vote. A number of diplomatic sources and politicians 

expressed support for this decision as a strong stance against impunity. 

Eight of the 11 individuals who saw their candidacies rejected issued a joint communiqué on 29 

November. They argued that the Court decision was in breach of the February 2019 Peace 

Agreement that stated that armed group members implementing the accord should not be prevented 

from creating political parties (see document 2 below). 

The Panel noted that, at the time of drafting, the following armed group members remained among 

the contenders for the legislative elections. Court representatives indicated to the Panel that they 

were unaware that these individuals were members of  armed groups: 

- Dieudonné Ndomaté: independent candidate in the district of Batangafo I (Ouham 

Prefecture). Dieudonné Ndomaté is an anti-balaka leader and Minister of Arts, Culture and 

Tourism. 

- Mahamat Said: independent candidate in the district of Bakouma (Mbomou Prefecture). 

He is a self-proclaimed “general” and FPRC leader in the Haute-Kotto and Mbomou areas. 

In its 2018 midterm report (see S/2018/729, para. 84 and annex 6.4), the Panel provided 

evidence of his role as President of the Financial Management Committee of FPRC in 

Haute-Kotto Prefecture. 

- Kader Ousta Yacoub: URCA candidate in the district of Birao 2 (Vakaga Prefecture). He 

is an FPRC leader in the Ndélé/Nda/Sikkikede area (Bamingui-Bangoran and Vakaga 

Prefectures). 

- Abdel Majid Mustapha Mahamat: URCA candidate in the district of Birao 1 (Vakaga 

Prefecture). He is the former FPRC zone commander in Birao and subsequently 

collaborated with armed groups from the Kara-Goula coalition. 

__________________ 

4 12 individuals initially saw their candidacies rejected. Lamaka Choisy Alios was later re-accepted as he had been confused with 

an armed group leader (i.e. Igor Lamaka).  
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Document 1: Excerpt from the Court’s decision of 27 November 2020. 

[…] 

Membres de Groupes Armés actifs ou d’auto-défense: 

Considérant que l’article 28 alinéa 1 de la Constitution dispose : « l’usurpation de la souveraineté par 

coup d’Etat, rébellion mutinerie ou tout autre procédé non démocratique constitue un crime 

imprescriptible contre le peuple centrafricain… »  

Que l’alinéa 3 précise que les auteurs, co-auteurs et complices sont interdits d’exercer toute fonction 

publique dans les Institutions de l’Etat ; 

 Que dans sa décision N°002 /CC/18 du 22 mai 2018 la Cour Constitutionnelle a précisé les critères 

d’éligibilité des anciens Membres des Groupes Armés au DDRR et aux nominations aux emplois 

publics : 

- « Ils doivent être Membres des groupes armés qui ont signé l’Accord du 10 mai 2015 sur les 

principes du désarmement, démobilisation, réintégration et rapatriement (DDRR) accord 

conclu entre le Gouvernement de Transition et les Groupes Armés ou y avoir adhéré ; 

- Ils doivent avoir déposé les armes de guerre, en état de marche ou non, les mines explosives et 

l’intégralité des effets militaires en leur possession ; 

- Ils doivent être de nationalité centrafricaine 

- Ils doivent être âgés de 18 ans ou plus 

- Ils ne doivent faire l’objet d’aucune poursuite par l’Etat centrafricain, par la cour Pénale 

Internationale, par la Cour pénale spéciale, ou par tout Etat exerçant la compétence 

universelle pour crimes de guerre, crime contre l’humanité ou violations graves des droits de 

l’Homme ; 

- S’ils ont été poursuivis et jugés, ils ne doivent pas avoir été reconnus comme auteur, co-auteur 

ni complice de ces crimes » 

Considérant l’Accord Politique pour la paix et la réconciliation en République Centrafricaine signé à 

Bangui le 06 février 2019 entre le Gouvernement et les Groupes Armés ;  

Considérant que le processus de désarmement n’est pas achevé et que les Groupes Armés restent 

actifs et continuent d’occuper une partie du territoire centrafricain ; 

Que cela est en violation des dispositions constitutionnelles ;  

Considérant que le député de la Nation est le Représentant du Peuple ; 

Que le député de la Nation jouit de l’immunité parlementaire qui lui confère une protection en matière 

pénale ; 

Considérant que la seule présence de Membres de Groupes Armés toujours actifs comme candidat aux 

législatives est de nature à porter gravement atteinte à la sincérité du vote ; 
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Il y a lieu pour la Cour Constitutionnelle d’écarter les candidatures des membres de Groupes Armés 

aux élections législatives nonobstant leur participation à l’Accord du 06 février 2019 ; 

En conséquence, sont invalidées les candidatures suivantes : 

 

1. NZELETE Yvon Didier Alias KPOKPORO, indépendant, Mbomou, Bangassou, 1ère 

circonscription,  

               chef Anti Balaka  Groupe Armé actif,  

              Investigations du Parquet Général de Bangui : Crime de guerre et autres, jugé par  

               contumace. 

               Exactions commises sur les populations, visé par un mandat d’arrêt de la CPS 

 

2. KOKORO Dieudonné Messie, candidat N°4, Patrie, Mbomou, Gambo, 1ère 

circonscription 

 

Chef Anti Balaka. Braquages d’ONG, recherché par la CPS 

 

3. ABDOUL KASSIM Algoni Tidjani Anour, candidat N°3, MCU, Ouham, Kabo , 2ème 

circonscription 

 

Coordonnateur politique du groupe Armé Mouvement Patriotique pour le Centrafrique (MPC). 

 

4. BRIA-BE SORO, Guislain Claude Patrice, candidat N° 6, indépendant, Ouham, Kabo 

2ème circonscription 

 

Responsable Mouvement Patriotique pour le Centrafrique (MPC) 

 

5. NINGATOLOUM-SAYO Armel, candidat N°5, Indépendant, Markounda, 1ère 

circonscription,  

 

Chef du Groupe Armé « Révolution-Justice -Aile Sayo » 

Investigations du Parquet Général de Bangui: Association de malfaiteurs, avis de recherche 

 

Investigations menées par la Haute Autorité Chargée de la Bonne Gouvernance, 12 octobre 

2020, N° 234 /HABG/P/VP/RG.20 : fortes présomptions de détournement d’une somme de 

18.000.000 FCFA 
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6. GUETEL-MOIBA Adrienne Esther, candidat N°13, KNK, Ouham Pende, Paoua, 2ème 

circonscription  

 

Responsable Groupe Armé « Révolution-Justice-Aile BELANGA » 

  

7. HAMZA Ali Mahamat, candidat N° 2, MCU, Bangui, 3ème arrondissement, 2ème 

circonscription 

Membre d’un Groupe d’auto-défense connu sous le pseudonyme de « HAMZA FAMAS » 

 

8. NAMSIO EMOTION Brice, candidat N°2, Indépendant, Bangui, 4ème arrondissement, 

1ere circonscription 

Investigations du Parquet Général de Bangui: Association de malfaiteurs, condamné 

 

9. YAMBETE LONGDANE ZADANGA Mike Steve, candidat N° 16, KNK, Bangui 4ème 

arrondissement, 2ème circonscription 

 

Investigations du Parquet Général de Bangui : Association de malfaiteurs, Mandat d’arrêt du 

04 avril 2014     

  

10. NORDINE MAHALBA Larry, candidat N° 3, RDD, Bamingui Bangoran, Ndélé, 1ere 

circonscription        

Investigations du parquet Général, Association de malfaiteurs, avis de recherche 

 

11. LAMAKA CHOISY ALIOS, candidat N°7, CDE, Ouaka, Grimari 1ere circonscription 

Investigations du Parquet Général de Bambari: Association de malfaiteurs, avis de recherche 

12. SOULEMAN BI HASSAN, candidat N3, MCU, Nana Mambere, Bouar, 4ème 

circonscription. 

Conseiller politique du Mouvement 3 R 
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Document 2: Note signed by candidates rejected by the Constitutional Court (29 November 2020). 
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Annex 2.5: Commitments of armed groups to not interfere in the elections: the example of 

FPRC / Engagements des groupes armés de ne pas interferer dans le processus electoral: 

l’exemple du FPRC. 

 

 

 

 

Prior to the peak of tensions in December 2020, similar commitments were voiced or expressed 

through public communiqués by all other major armed groups, including MPC, UPC, RPRC, 

MLCJ, 3R and anti-balaka groups. 
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Annex 2.6: Information on the involvement of armed group members in impeding the 

activities of the ANE and candidates / Informations sur l’implication de membres de 

groupes armés dans des cas d’obstruction des activités de l’ANE ou de candidats aux 

élections. 

 

This annex covers incidents which took place before the establishment of the CPC. It therefore 

does not include activities of CPC members aimed at postponing the elections. 

Armed groups activities impeding legislative candidates 

The incidents documented by the Panel below mainly concern legislative candidates, as 

presidential candidates began their campaign outside of Bangui later and benefited from 

additional physical protection as planned under the integrated security plan for the elections. 

Incidents involving MPC fighters under the command of “general” Mahamat Al-Khatim 

In its previous report (S/2020/662, para. 15 and annex 2.3), the Panel mentioned that on 22 April, 

MPC leader Mahamat Al-Khatim had gathered local authorities in Kabo (Ouham Prefecture) and 

informed them that members of the political party Mouvement pour la liberation du people 

centrafricain (MLPC) would be banned from campaigning in the Kabo area for both legislative 

and presidential elections. On 27 November, Al-Khatim told the Panel that the issues had been 

resolved and that MLPC members would be allowed to travel in areas under his control. At the 

same time, Al-Khatim recognized having announced earlier that MLPC members would be 

banned from campaigning in the Kobo area and justified his decision by the fact that MLPC leader 

Martin Ziguélé and MLPC Member of Parliament for Kabo I, Clement Nobona, had supposedly 

“betrayed” him by criticizing MPC activities on national media. 

On 26 September, in Kaga-Bandoro (Nana-Grebizi Prefecture), MPC fighters stopped the vehicle 

of a legislative candidate for Kabo I from the party of Nicolas Tiangaye’s Convention 

républicaine pour le progress social (CRPS). The CRPS candidate was on her way from Bangui 

to Kabo to prepare for the campaign. In spite of many mediation attempts, both by international 

NGOs and local authorities, Al-Khatim refused to release the vehicle which he has, since then, 

used himself.5 Both Tiangaye and the candidate in question told the Panel that this was an act 

motivated by financial considerations, but also political ones. According to them, Mahamat Al-

Khatim refused to discuss the matter with Tiangaye claiming that, as a key figure of the 

Transition, he was responsible for the fall of the Séléka regime. On 27 October, Mahamat Al-

Khatim told the Panel that the seizure of the vehicle was not a political act. Instead, he claimed 

that the passengers had no proper documentation and also alleged that it was a military vehicle 

which actually belonged to him. Following this incident, the CRPS contender withdrew her 

candidacy for the legislative elections. 

All candidates for the legislative elections and party members in the Kabo area told the Panel that 

some arrangements with the MPC leader – most often of a financial nature – were required  

  

__________________ 

5 Confidential report, undated. 
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to be able to campaign in areas under his control. A KNK leader also told the Panel that there was 

an agreement between his party and Mahamat Al-Khatim to facilitate the victory of KNK 

candidate Jean-Francis Bozizé, son of former President François Bozizé, in the district of Kabo I. 

Two MPC members were initially contending for the position of Member of Parliament in Kabo 

II; their candidacies were, however, rejected by the Constitutional Court (see annex 2.4 of this 

report). 

The Panel is of the view that the above-mentioned developments and acts of intimidation against 

candidates were a way for Mahamat Al-Khatim to ensure that his influence would not be 

challenged in the future. Such concerns were particularly prevalent at the time of drafting the 

report, when Al-Khatim was still struggling for recognition of the legitimacy of his military role 

by the Government (see annex 2.8 of this report). 

Following the CPC creation and Al-Khatim’s rapprochement with former President Bozizé in 

early December, MPC fighters were involved in a number of other incidents. On 14 December, 

in what seemed to be coordinated attacks targeting President Touadéra’s MCU party, three 

incidents took place in the Kabo-Batangafo-Kaga Bandoro triangle, all confirmed by local 

sources: 

- near Kaga Bandoro, MPC and FPRC combatants seized the vehicle of the MCU candidate 

for the district of Kaga Bandoro I.6  

- in Batangafo (Ouham Prefecture), MPC and FPRC fighters confiscated three other 

vehicles used by MCU members. MPC leader Mahamat Al-Khatim was later seen with 

the vehicles in Kabo (on 14 December) and Moyenne-Sido (on 16 December), as 

confirmed by sources based in both locations.7 

- in Kabo, MPC and FPRC fighters seized one motorbike from MCU members.8 

 

Incidents involving fighters from other groups 

MPC was the armed group involved in the greatest number of incidents linked to the elections. 

However, cases involving combatants from other groups were also reported to the Panel, 

including in Markounda and Paoua (Ouham-Pendé Prefecture), Bangassou (Mbomou Prefecture), 

Bokolobo (Ouaka Prefecture) and Ouaddah (Haute-Kotto Prefecture). Paragraph 21 of this report 

also mentions threats by members of the Goula-Kara coalition of armed groups 

(MLCJ/PRNC/RPRC) against the Member of Parliament and candidate for the district of Birao I. 

__________________ 

6 Confidential reports, 17 December 2020.  
7 Confidential reports, 15 December 2020.  
8 Confidential report, 16 December 2020.  
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Armed groups impeding the ANE activities 

The voter enrolment process was negatively impacted by insecurity, particularly in areas under 

the influence of 3R fighters (Nana-Mambéré and Ouham-Pende Prefectures). In July and August 

2020, the process was slowed down by clashes between, on one side, 3R fighters and, on the 

other, FACA soldiers and MINUSCA peacekeepers engaged in operation “A la londo”.9 During 

the same period, but also again in September 2020, ANE operations were impeded by acts of 

intimidation and racketeering by 3R fighters.10 3R leader Abbas Sidiki only accepted the 

completion of the voter enrolment process after direct negotiations with representatives of the 

guarantors (see annex 2.8 of this report). 

Combatants of other armed groups, in particular UPC fighters under Ali Darassa, were also 

involved in similar incidents. For instance, in late July 2020, an ANE convoy was blocked for 

several days by UPC fighters in Bokolobo (Ouaka Prefecture); on 11 August, UPC combatants 

stole material from ANE staff deployed in Ndassima (Ouaka Prefecture) and forced them out of 

town.11 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________ 

9 Confidential report, 17 August 2020. MINUSCA’s operation “A la londo” against 3R positions was launched on 17 June  2020; 

see https://minusca.unmissions.org/la-minusca-lance-une-opération-avec-les-faca-pour-mettre-fin-aux-violences-du-3r-contre-les-

civils. 
10 Confidential reports, 23, 26 and 30 September 2020.  
11 Confidential reports, 12 and 14 August 2020.  

https://minusca.unmissions.org/la-minusca-lance-une-opération-avec-les-faca-pour-mettre-fin-aux-violences-du-3r-contre-les-civils
https://minusca.unmissions.org/la-minusca-lance-une-opération-avec-les-faca-pour-mettre-fin-aux-violences-du-3r-contre-les-civils
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Annex 2.7: Memorandum of the 14 armed group signatories to the February 2019 Peace 

Agreement of 28 October 2020 / Memorandum des 14 groupes armés ayant signé l’accord 

de paix de février 2019 (28 octobre 2020). 
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Annex 2.8: Information on members of the Coalition des patriotes pour le changement 

(CPC) and their motivations / Informations sur les membres de la coalition CPC et leurs 

motivations. 

 

The CPC is an ad hoc coalition of armed groups with different grievances and motivations. The 

military activities conducted by various participating armed groups in the weeks prior to the 

elections were well-coordinated. At the time of drafting, the Panel was, however, not aware of 

the establishment of a single chain of command for the coalition. 

3R 

The hostility between 3R and the Government was first openly exposed after President 

Touadéra’s visit to Bouar on 12 May 2020, on the occasion of the graduation ceremony for the 

joint security units (see S/2020/662, para. 66). An incident between Abbas Sidiki and the 

President’s delegation led to a series of communiqués from 3R (see document 1 below for an 

example of one of such communiqués) accusing the Government, although singling out the 

President and the Prime Minister, of violating the Peace Agreement and of having threatened 

Abbas Sidiki’s life. The 3R leader particularly complained about his status as Special Adviser to 

the Prime Minister on the joint security units, which he considered as lacking substance. 3R 

fighters also committed numerous flagrant violations of the Peace Agreement, expanding the 

armed group’s area of control, and in the process, attacking civilians, FACA positions and 

MINUSCA convoys (see S/2020/994, paras. 30-32). 

In response, MINUSCA, in collaboration with FACA, launched operation “A la londo” on 17 

June. On 5 August, 3R leader Abbas Sidiki’s name was also added to the 2127 Committee’s 

sanctions list. These actions had limited impact on 3R’s operational capacity and tensions 

remained high between the group and the Government, as demonstrated by 3R’s attempts to 

impede the voter enrolment process (see annex 2.6 of this report) and subsequent negotiations 

described below. 

With a view to obtaining the commitment of 3R leader Abbas Sidiki to support the holding of the 

elections, a Government delegation led by Minister of Transport Djoubaye Abazène was 

dispatched to Koui (Ouham-Pendé Prefecture) on 3 October. Several members of the delegation 

told the Panel that Sidiki had then explained his lack of trust in the Government and had requested 

to engage with the Peace Agreement guarantors instead. On 5 October, discussions between 

representatives of the guarantors (African Union and the Economic Community of Central 

African States) and Sidiki resulted in the latter allowing the ANE to proceed with voter 

registration in areas under 3R control. Two ISF officers, among the three individuals taken 

hostage by 3R combatants in mid-September 2020, were also released. 

The following day, the 3R leader issued a memo conveying a number of requests to the 

Government and the guarantors, including the lifting of sanctions against him and the end of the 

MINUSCA/FACA operation “A la londo” (see document 2 below). He considered that such 

claims should be addressed in return for the concessions he had agreed with the guarantors. To  
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maintain leverage in the negotiations, the 3R leader also retained the remaining hostage, a FACA 

officer.  

With these requests left unanswered, the group continued to express dissatisfaction vis-à-vis the 

Government and on 3 November 2020, Sidiki issued a communiqué recalling his requests (see 

document 3 below). The document indicated that the Government would be “held responsible for 

anything which would happen” in the future.  

 

Document 1: 3R communiqué signed by Abbas Sidiki on 15 May 2020. 
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Document 2: 3R memorandum signed by Abbas Sidiki on 6 October 2020. 
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Document 3: 3R communiqué of 3 November 2020. 
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MPC 

 

In mid-September 2020, as confirmed to the Panel by armed group representatives and 

diplomatic sources, the Prime Minister’s office and MPC representatives held negotiations over 

several days in Bangui. As a result of these negotiations, Mahamat Al-Khatim agreed to 

participate in the DDRR process and to not impede the holding of the elections. As a result, a 

ceremony launched a disarmament exercise in Kaga Bandoro on 24 October. This, however, did 

not result in any effective disarmament of MPC fighters over whom Mahamat Al-Khatim does 

not have full control as explained in previous Panel reports (see S/2019/930, paras. 20-23). 

Moreover, Mahamat Al-Khatim continued to express other grievances vis-à-vis the Government. 

For example, according to armed group representatives, several days after the launch of the 

DDRR campaign in Kaga Bandoro, Al-Khatim contacted the Prime Minister to renew his 

longstanding demand to be integrated as a general in the FACA as a condition of his support to 

the overall political process. 

The Panel was also informed by a number of armed group representatives that the MPC leader 

has maintained constant contact with the “Bozizé clan”. Jean-Francis Bozizé (François Bozizé’s 

son) was his direct superior when, as part of the “Liberators”, Al-Khatim participated in François 

Bozizé’s coup d’etat in March 2003.  

In a meeting with the Panel on 27 November, Mahamat Al-Khatim also expressed strong 

discontent over the Reconciliation agreement signed in Bangui by representatives of the 

communities from the north-east on 10 November. According to him, the content of the endorsed 

document was not consulted with members of his community, the Arabs, and even reflected a 

willingness to chase them out of the country. In his view, and as confirmed by other participants 

of the meeting, the initial draft of the agreement included a reference to the need to expel “Arab 

mercenaries” from the CAR (the document, as signed, mentioned “foreign mercenaries” – see 

document 4 below). Al-Khatim considered that leaders of the Goula community, including 

Bangui-based politicians, were behind the initiative and the draft content. At the time, as 

described in this report (see paras 37-40 of this report), a Kara-Goula coalition, supported by the 

Government according to Al-Khatim, was fighting against Arab Sudanese militias. 

Therefore, Al-Khatim perceived the Government and the President as unwilling to satisfy his 

demands and opposing the ethnic group he claimed to represent.   
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Document 4: Reconciliation Agreement signed in Bangui on 10 November 2020. 
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UPC 

On 30 July 2020, Ali Darassa signed a “procés verbal” in Bangui after meeting with the Peace 

Agreement guarantors and the Prime Minister (see document 5 below). In the document, the 

UPC leader agreed to major concessions including UPC withdrawal from Bambouti (Haut-

Mbomou Prefecture), renouncing UPC’s collaboration with 3R and not interfering with the 

electoral process. On 1 August, after returning to his headquarters in Bokolobo (Ouaka 

Prefecture), Ali Darassa issued a communiqué rejecting the “procés verbal”, accusing the Prime 

Minister of having threatened him with arrest in order to coerce his signature (see document 6 

below). Several armed group representatives who met Ali Darassa during his visit to Bangui 

confirmed to the Panel that Darassa was convinced that judicial proceedings against him were 

ongoing and that as such, he feared arrest.  

This episode had an important impact on the relationship between Ali Darassa and the 

Government. On 22 October, Ali Darassa visited Bria (Haute-Kotto Prefecture), officially to 

monitor the implementation of the cease-fire agreement signed by armed group factions in Bria 

on 18 March (see S/2020/662, para. 56). During a confidential meeting with local representatives 

of MLCJ and RPRC, Ali Darassa reportedly expressed mistrust toward the Government and 

urged both groups to cease their collaboration with the Government, expressing the view that 

President Touadéra would target the armed groups if re-elected.12 

 

__________________ 

12 Meeting with RPRC representatives, 25 October 2020.  
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Document 5: “Procés Verbal” signed by UPC leader Ali Darassa, on 30 July 2020. 
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Document 6: Communiqué (« Note de désengagement et clarification ») signed by UPC 

leader Ali Darassa on 1 August 2020. 
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FPRC 

In meetings with the Panel, FPRC leaders have continuously expressed discontent vis-à-vis the 

Government regarding the developments which took place in Vakaga Prefecture since September 

2019 (see S/2020/662 para 29-46). According to FPRC representatives, during fighting which 

resulted in significant military losses for FPRC, the Kara-Goula coalition had benefited from the 

strong support of the Government financially and logistically, as well as through political 

protection. 

Both KNK leaders and FPRC representatives confirmed to the Panel that connections established 

at the time of the Nairobi Agreement of 2015 have been maintained since (see S/2015/936, para. 

24-26). They also told the Panel that Nourredine Adam regularly sent money to François Bozizé 

during his exile in Kampala (Uganda) further demonstrating the connection between the two 

sanctioned individuals. 

FPRC leadership confirmed to the Panel their participation in the CPC. They, however, remained 

careful not to have FPRC combatants appear on the frontline of fighting, unlike 3R, MPC and 

UPC. 

FPRC leaders, Abdoulaye Hissène and Nourredine Adam were reportedly not directly involved in 

commanding military operations. Instead, FPRC’s participation was coordinated by its zone 

commander in Kabo (Ouham Prefecture) “general” Saleh Zabadi, a member of the Arab 

community. In 2019, Zabadi was involved in fighting in the Vakaga Prefecture (see S/2019/930, 

annex 3.10). 

Abdoulaye Hissène published a communiqué on 21 December 2020 (see document 7 below) 

condemning acts of violence disturbing the electoral process, but supporting the idea put forward 

by CPC of national consultations under the auspices of the international community. FPRC 

members confirmed Nourredine Adam’s support to CPC; and on 28 December, he signed a 

communiqué in which he did not explicitly endorse the coalition’s activities but echoed its call to 

Faustin-Archange Toudéra to favour reconciliation through dialogue (see document 8). 
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Document 7: Communiqué signed by FPRC leader Abdoulaye Hissène on 21 December 

2020. 
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Document 8: Communiqué signed by Nourredine Adam (28 December 2020). 
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Anti-balaka groups under Maxime Mokom and Dieudonné Ndomaté13  

 

On 28 March and 17 July 2020, two operations involving national defence and security forces —

including members of the Presidential Guard (groupement spécial chargé de la protection 

républicaine (GSPR)) — were conducted on properties owned by anti-balaka leaders and 

members of the Government, Dieudonné Ndomaté and Maxime Mokom (see S/2020/662, para. 

24 and annex 2.13). According to officials from the CAR Ministry of Defence, the operations 

were triggered by suspicions that preparations were underway for a coup by an anti-balaka 

network in support of former President François Bozizé. It is unclear whether the Government 

found evidence through these operations to support such a claim. Neither Mokom nor Ndomaté 

were arrested. 

As a testament to their discontent vis-à-vis the Government, Maxime Mokom and Dieudonné 

Ndomaté played a pivotal role in the drafting of the memorandum signed by representatives of 

the 14 armed groups on 28 October (see annex 2.7 of this report). However, both leaders have 

limited influence and capacity to mobilize anti-balaka fighters on the ground. Bozizé and his 

entourage, in fact, had no real need to rely on Mokom and Ndomaté to rally anti-balaka fighters.  

 

__________________ 

13 Since the transfer of Ngaïssona to the International Criminal Court in January 2019, Dieudonné Ndomaté has been the de facto 

leader of the Ngaïssona branch of the anti-balaka. 
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Annex 2.9: CPC statements and communiqués / Déclarations et communiqués de la CPC. 

 

Members of 3R, UPC, MPC and FPRC confirmed their respective groups’ support to the 

communiqués below. 

Kambo Kota statement of 15 December 2020. 
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Unsigned CPC communiqués. 
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Annex 2.10: Excerpts from the decision of the Constitutional Court on presidential 

candidates / Extraits de la décision de la Cour Constitutionnelle sur les candidats à la 

présidentielle. 
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[…] 
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Annex 2.11: François Bozizé’s official reactions to the Constitutional Court’s decision / 

Réactions officielles de François Bozizé à la décision de la Cour Constitutionnelle. 
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Annex 2.12: Condemnations of Bozizé’s activities / Condamnations des activités de Bozizé. 

 

 

In a statement of 19 December 2020, in reaction to military operations by armed groups 

belonging to the CPC, the CAR Government’s spokesperson denounced a coup attempt 

fomented by former President Bozizé.14 

 

Condemnations of Bozizé’s activities were also voiced in communiqués of, inter alia, the G5+ 

(20 December 2020)15 and the African Union (communiqué of the Peace and Security Council 

of 24 December 2020)16. 

__________________ 

14 https://www.facebook.com/2107181279521620/posts/2845415992364808/; 

https://fr.africanews.com/2020/12/19/francois-bozize-accuse-de-tentative-de-coup-d-etat/. 
15 https://www.facebook.com/2107181279521620/posts/2845415992364808/ . The document was signed by 

representatives of the United States, France, the Russian Federation, the European Union, the African Union, the 

Economic Community of Central African States, MINUSCA and the World Bank.  
16 https://www.peaceau.org/en/article/communique-of-the-972nd-meeting-of-the-psc-held-on-24-december-2020-on-the-situation-

in-the-central-african-republic. 

https://www.facebook.com/2107181279521620/posts/2845415992364808/
https://fr.africanews.com/2020/12/19/francois-bozize-accuse-de-tentative-de-coup-d-etat/
https://www.facebook.com/2107181279521620/posts/2845415992364808/
https://www.peaceau.org/en/article/communique-of-the-972nd-meeting-of-the-psc-held-on-24-december-2020-on-the-situation-in-the-central-african-republic
https://www.peaceau.org/en/article/communique-of-the-972nd-meeting-of-the-psc-held-on-24-december-2020-on-the-situation-in-the-central-african-republic
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Annex 2.13: Further information on developments that contributed to heightened tensions 

between supporters of Touadéra and Bozizé / Informations complémentaires sur les 

développements ayant contribué à accroître les tensions entre les soutiens de Bozizé et 

Touadéra. 

 

The relations between François Bozizé and President Touadéra had gradually deteriorated even 

before the former’s return to the Central African Republic in late 2019. In August 2019, Bozizé’s 

KNK had withdrawn from the presidential majority.17 

Subsequently, concerns about Bozizé’s return increased with the prospect of his candidacy in the 

presidential elections. President Touadéra was elected in 2016 thanks to the support of most 

members of the KNK and of François Bozizé’s ethnic community, the Gbaya.18 In this context, 

many sources, including politicians, KNK members and diplomatic sources reported to the Panel 

that President Touadéra sent several emissaries to François Bozizé with a view to negotiating 

the conditions for a withdrawal of his candidacy. None of these attempts were successful. KNK 

leaders also expressed the view that the Constitutional Court decision of 3 December was taken 

under pressure from Touadéra and his supporters (see joint communiqué with URCA of 16 

December, annex 2.11 of this report). Ultimately, Bozizé’s supporters were of the view that 

President Touadéra was making every effort to prevent François Bozizé from playing any 

political role in the CAR. 

As of April 2020, in addition to those mentioned in the Panel’s last report (see S/2020/662, paras. 

24), several new searches took place in the residences of Bozizé’s family members:  

- on 17 July, two houses of Bozizé’s nephew and Minister for DDRR Maxime Mokom 

were searched by the national defence and security forces, including elements of the 

Groupement spécial chargé de la protection républicaine (GSPR – the so-called 

“Presidential Guard”).19  

- on 4 December 2020, according to several security sources and confidential reports, ISF 

elements searched the house of François Bozizé, his son Jean-Francis Bozizé and 

Maxime Mokom. In a communiqué dated 9 December, the Government denied that these 

events took place (see document below). The search at Jean-Francis Bozizé’s house was, 

however, confirmed to the Panel by a reliable eyewitness. Some sources mentioned the 

involvement of the Presidential Guard in these searches too, which the Panel cannot 

confirm. 

- the same day, Socrate Bozizé, a son of the former President was reportedly arrested in 

Zongo (the Democratic Republic of the Congo), having fled from Bangui. This 

information could not be confirmed by the Panel. 

According to sources within the CAR Ministry of Defence, the house searches were conducted 

based on suspicion concerning possible preparations for a coup d’état by members of the Bozizé 

family. 

  

__________________ 

17 President Touadéra was a KNK member until he created the MCU party following his election in March 2016.  
18 President Touadéra is from the Mbaka-Mandja community which represents a small minority of the population. 
19 Confidential reports, 18-19 July 2020. 
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On 21 November 2020, a security incident took place on the margins of the funeral ceremony for 

Jean-Serge Bokassa’s wife involving elements of the FACA unit providing security to former 

President Bozizé20 and GSPR elements.21 Exchanges of fire reportedly took place and weapons 

belonging to Bozizé’s FACA security guards were seized by GSPR elements. In a press 

conference held following the incident, François Bozizé described this incident as a personal 

assault. He indicated that, “should he be again assaulted, he will use his right to self-defence”.22 

An official from the CAR Ministry of Defence told the Panel that the GSPR had requested 

Bozizé’s guards departure from the area or their disarmament as, in the presence of the President’s 

wife, the GSPR should have been the only security unit allowed to provide security in the area. 

 

__________________ 

20 Some of the FACA officers were made available to François Bozizé by the Government for his own security, as is required for 

former Presidents under CAR law.  
21 Confidential reports, 23 November 2020. 
22 Full video of the press conference available at https://www.facebook.com/103890177647115/videos/2913651518864753, 

accessed on 18 December 2020. 

https://www.facebook.com/103890177647115/videos/2913651518864753
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Government’s communiqué of 9 December 2020. Available at 

https://www.facebook.com/mincomrca/photos/a.1998134560422869/2840649459504704/, 

accessed on 18 December 2020. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/mincomrca/photos/a.1998134560422869/2840649459504704/
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Annex 2.14: Letter requesting the Government to prevent a Member of Parliament from 

travelling to Birao (13 July 2020) / Lettre demandant au Gouvernement d’empêcher la 

venue à Birao d’un membre du Parlement (13 juillet 2020). 

Available at 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=295567965214128&id=100042827797367, 

accessed on 15 July 2020. 

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=295567965214128&id=100042827797367
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Annex 2.15: Information on connections between candidates for legislative elections in the 

district of Birao I and leaders of the Kara-Goula coalition / Informations sur les liens entre 

les candidats aux élections législatives dans la circonscription de Birao I et la coalition 

Goula-Kara. 

 

In addition to the current Member of Parliament Valentin Goumba, the contenders for the 

legislative elections in Birao I were: 

- Daniel Andal Djouma (independent): he is a member of the Kara community. His 

alternate/substitute Mahamat Karam was, according to several local sources, treasurer of 

the armed group MLCJ. According to several Birao-based sources, his campaign was 

funded by key figures from within the MCU party. As was the case in other areas, 

Touadéra’s MCU party was providing support to several candidates, i.e. the official one 

(in this case, Valentin Goumba) and other contenders, generally running as independent 

candidates but who would join MCU and its partliamentary group at the National 

Assembly in the event of victory in the elections. 

- Abacar Salim Deya (Patrie): also a Kara, he is the brother of two key MLCJ leaders, 

Abdelrazick Deya and the Minister in charge of relations with armed groups, Gilbert 

Toumu-Deya. 

- Abdel Majid Mustapha Mahamat (URCA): also a Kara, he was the former FPRC zone 

commander in Birao. He resigned from this position when the fighting started between 

the Kara-Goula coalition and the FPRC in 2019. Since then, as confirmed by armed group 

representatives, he has collaborated with armed groups from the Kara-Goula coalition. 

- Sani Chaïb Mahamat (independent): he is reportedly from the Haoussa community, but 

had close connections with most Kara leaders. He is married to a daughter of the Sultan-

Mayor of Birao, himself closely connected to leaders of the Kara-Goula coalition (see 

S/2019/930, annex 3.7). 

- Fatime Attache (RDD): she is a Kara and also a relative of the Sultan-Mayor of Birao. 

 

A wide range of sources, including several of the candidates, confirmed to the Panel that the Kara 

community leaders engaged all contenders to facilitate the appointment of a single candidate 

withing the Kara community. Several candidates, however, opposed this proposal. 
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Annex 2.16: Further information on actions by the leaders of the Kara-Goula coalition to 

prevent or maintain control over the process of the restoration of State authority / 

Informations complémentaires sur les actions entreprises par les leaders de la coalition 

Goula-Kara pour empêcher ou maintenir sous leur contrôle le processus de restauration de 

l’Etat. 

 

Further information on actions by the Kara-Goula coalition to favour their preferred 

candidates for the legislative elections in the Birao I distict 

During its mission in Birao (20-23 October 2020), the Panel was informed that international 

partners had to put pressure on the local ANE branch to ensure that voter enrolment took place in 

areas populated by Saras. Several sources told the Panel that the leaders of the Kara-Goula coalition, 

both community and armed group leaders, had made sure that most ANE members were from their 

ethnic group. Combined with insecurity in some of the areas populated by Saras (Tissi in particular), 

where the enrolment could not take place, this resulted in a decrease in the number of voters enrolled 

from the Sara community (as well as Rounga).23 

In meetings with the Panel, leaders of the coalition, both armed group and community leaders 

continued to express divisive intercommunal views, including as a justification for the exclusion of 

Goumba from the legislative elections, referring to him as a “foreigner” (see S/2019/930, para. 50). 

Other actions by members of the Kara-Goula coalition to secure appointment of some of their 

allies in local political and Government positions 

As discussed in recent Panel reports (see S/2019/930 and S/2020/662), armed groups from the 

Goula-Kara coalition have strengthened their influence in the Vakaga and the Haute-Kotto 

Prefectures at the expense of armed groups claiming to represent other communities (Sara, Rounga, 

Arabs, Yuru, Haoussa). Leaders of the Kara and Goula communities have taken advantage of their 

position to secure the appointment to official positions of some of their associates or members of 

their community. 

For instance, on 19 February 2020, Zakaria Damane contested a presidential decree 20.049 

appointing mayors in the country24. In the territory controlled by combatants under Damane, the 

appointed mayors were prevented from taking office. Instead, Damane personally named some of 

the mayors, using his combatants to enforce his decisions. 

In December, during the Panel’s mission in Sam-Ouandja, local sources explained to the Panel that 

the presidential decree had appointed a Sara as mayor, but that this decision was rejected by armed 

group members, as a result of which he never took office. The Panel also observed that no local 

authority representatives were able to speak in the presence of armed groups. 

  

__________________ 

23 At the time of the Panel’s visit to Birao, the majority of the Roungas and Saras displaced by fighting had not yet 

returned to their homes in Birao.  
24 https://letsunami.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Maires28.jpg. 

https://letsunami.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Maires28.jpg
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In October 2020, in a meeting with the Panel, Damane complained that the President had not 

consulted him before the publication of the decree, confirming that he considered that he should 

have a say on appointments in areas under his fighters’ control . He added that the problem had 

been resolved without providing further details.  
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Annex 3.1: Map of Sam-Ouandja region / Carte de la Région de Sam-Ouandja. 
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Annex 3.2: Sam-Ouandja under the control of mainly Goula armed groups led by Zakaria 

Damane / Sam-Ouandja sous le contrôle de groups armés majoritairement Goula dirigés 

par Zakaria Damane. 

 

Since 2006, the town has been successively controlled by the Union des Forces Démocratiques 

pour le Rassemblement (UFDR), the Séléka and the ex-Séléka splinter group, RPRC. Despite 

changes in name and composition, all these groups have been headed by “general” Zakaria 

Damane—a diamond trader and former ranger from the Goula community (see S/2019/930, 

paras. 62-64). Damane’s control was strengthened several times over the years, most recently by 

a Séléka conclave in May 2014 (see S/2014/762, paras 86-87). Through his successive positions, 

Damane, now RPRC Chief of Staff, has been party to multiple peace agreements and 

disarmament processes. He has, nonetheless, managed to retain control over the northern part of 

Haute-Kotto Prefecture, repelling advances by rival armed groups, ousting the FACA, 

threatening political challengers and opposing decisions from the Government (see annex 2.16 

of this report).25 

__________________ 

25 L’imbroglio Centrafricain,  Afrique contemporaine 2013/4 (n° 248), pages 119 à 148, para 27. 

https://www.cairn.info/revue-afrique-contemporaine.htm
https://www.cairn.info/revue-afrique-contemporaine-2013-4.htm
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Annex 3.3: Further information on the armed group of Chadian rebels based in the Sam-

Ouandja area (structure and involvement in mining activities) / Informations 

complémentaires sur le groupe de rebelles chadiens basé dans la region de Sam-Ouandja 

(structure et implication dans des activités minières). 

 

The Panel was informed that the leader of the Chadian armed group was an individual named 

Bachir Boukhari who was not permanently based in the area and that the group was locally led 

by Adam Abshesha and Adam Yacoub, alias “cheveux blancs”.26 According to sources in contact 

with the group, the members claimed to be linked to Abakar Manany, a leader of the Chadian 

opposition. Several armed group representatives explained to the Panel that coordination of the 

group was primarily handled by a relative of Abakar Manany based in Cairo (Egypt) named Ali 

Manany alias “Abu Awa”. The group’s future objectives remained unclear, but sources explained 

that its members intended to stay in the area until further instruction from their hierarchy. The 

Panel was not in a position to confirm the involvement of Abakar Manany in the CAR. 

The agreement concluded between Damane and the Chadian armed group has allowed the latter 

to benefit from illegal taxation at a checkpoint in Kotto 3 village (25 km south of Sam-Ouandja; 

see map in annex 3.1 of this report) and from the artisanal exploitation of gold and diamond 

mines. According to local sources and armed group representatives, including Goula armed group 

members, part of the profits from this illegal mining was shared with Damane and his close 

associates, including Tom Adam. Damane drew on elements from this group during the attack 

conducted by Goula fighters against Ndélé in March 2020 (see S/2020/662, para 32). 

__________________ 

26 Armed group and community representatives, local authorities  
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Annex 3.4: Further information on the armed group of Sudanese rebels based in Sam-

Ouandja and its involvement in illicit drug cultivation and trafficking / Informations 

complémentaires sur le groupe de rebelles Soudanais base à Sam-Ouandja et son 

implication dans la culture et le traffic illicite de drogue. 

 

The Panel was informed that the Sudanese armed group, a splinter group of JEM in the Sudan, 

had strong connections with the town of Daffaq (South Darfur, Sudan) and collaborated with 

Fulani fighters originally from Tulus (South Darfur, Sudan). This collaboration centred around 

the cultivation of vast fields of cannabis along the Sam-Ouandja-Tulus axis on the CAR territory. 

This operation was managed by leaders in Daffaq, who brought in their own workers (primarily 

from the Masalit, Fur and Gimir tribes), harvesting and transporting their product back to the 

Sudan for sale and consumption. The operation was tightly secured by heavily armed elements 

who threatened any civilians passing by this area. Tom Adam and Alanta explained to the Panel 

that they had asked the armed group to cease the growing of marijuana at the end of the current 

dry season (around April 2020). However, several sources told the Panel that these “generals” 

were unlikely to have the will or means to expel the Sudanese group, especially as Alanta was 

reported to be benefiting from the marijuana trafficking. 

Local sources expressed concern that the presence of the JEM splinter group and embedding of a 

largescale drug cultivation enterprise had generated increasing insecurity for the civilian 

population and an uptick in related criminal activity, including robbery and murder. For example, 

in the beginning of November 2020, two merchants were robbed and killed 18 km from Sam-

Ouandja by a group of armed individuals who, according to numerous sources, had been hosted 

at the JEM base near Sam-Ouandja. 
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Annex 3.5: Alanta as local arms and ammunition vendor in Sam-Ouandja / Atlanta, un 

marchand d'armes et de munitions à Sam-Ouandja. 

 

Alanta has also acted as a direct weapons and ammunition vendor for the civilian population of 

Sam-Ouandja. Local sources noted that this has resulted in an increasingly heavily armed civilian 

population which has at times challenged the authority of armed groups and contributed to rising 

insecurity. 
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Annex 3.6: Fulani arms trafficking route through Sam-Ouandja area / Itinéraire de trafics 

d'armes emprunté par les Peulhs à travers la région de Sam-Ouandja. 

 

In addition to arms and ammunition trafficking controlled by Alanta, a second, smaller-scale but 

steady trafficking route for arms and ammunition was operated by Fulani herders from the Sudan 

who transited through the Sam-Ouandja area with seasonal transhumance—a dynamic observed 

as accompanying transhumance in many parts of the country. This flow also originated from Tulus, 

which is a Fulani-dominated Sudanese town, entered the CAR via the Sam-Ouandja axis and 

transited southwest through the bush via Kaouadja, Mbangana 1, Abdoulaye, Bani, Yalinga, Nzako 

to Bria, Bambari and Bokolobo, amongst other locations. Weapons and ammunition were 

concealed among herders’ possessions and in water cannisters for livestock.27 Armed group and 

community sources in Bria observed that Fulani traffickers could sell to anyone with the means to 

purchase, including anti-balaka groups. Dependent upon age and quality, the price for an AK-

pattern rifle varied between 100,000-300,000 CFA ($185-$550) and 500-1000 FCFA ($1-2$) per 

round for 7.62×39mm calibre ammunition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________ 
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Annex 3.7: Pictures of Misseriyas fighters during the attack on Boromata (1 December 

2020) / Photos des combattants Misseriyas au cours de l’attaque de Boromata (1er 

décembre 2020). 
  

Pictures obtained by the Panel from armed group members on 9 December 2020. 
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Annex 3.8: Pictures of Boromata after the 1 December 2020 attack / Photos de Boromata 

après l’attaque du 1er Décembre 2020. 

 

Pictures obtained by the Panel from armed group member on 9 December 2020. 
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Annex 3.9: Information on Yahya Kitabene / Informations sur Yahya Kitabene. 

 

 

Yahya Kitabene is a Sudanese militia leader from the Misseriya tribe, well-known among CAR 

armed groups due to his long-standing ties to Séléka figures such as Moussa Assimeh (see 

S/2015/936 para 96). Kitabene was a member of the UFDR armed group led by Michel Djotodia 

and Zakaria Damane, handling the transport of weapons and ammunition based on deals 

between Moussa Assimeh and Damane.28 He participated in the Séléka takeover of Bangui in 

March 2013 and was given an official position in the security apparatus by Michel Djotodia.29 

However, he left Bangui in September 2013, alongside many Sudanese mercenaries, with some 

feelings of resentment for not having received sufficient rewards in return for their support of 

the Séléka. This resentment fuelled the deterioration of relations between Goula armed groups 

and their former Sudanese allies. 

 

According to numerous sources, and as previously reported by the Panel, Kitabene had 

benefitted from his connections to the Sudanese Rapid Support Forces (RSF), including Moussa 

Assimeh (see S/2018/1119 para 70) who held the rank of lieutenant-colonel in the RSF under 

the overall command of Mohammed Hamdan Dagolo, alias “Hemmeti”, now Deputy Chairman 

of the Sovereignty Council in the Sudan, who also has ties with Nourredine Adam as described 

by the Panel in its previous reports (see S/2019/608, para. 18). 

__________________ 

28 Former Séléka and UFDR members.  
29 Former Séléka and UFDR members. 
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Annex 3.10: The diya business / Le business de la Diya. 

 

The Boromata attack was the consequence of a long-running dispute between Misseriya 

and Goula ethnic groups. Following fighting in Vakaga in late 2019 and early 2020, during 

which several incidents initiated by Goula fighters impacted members of the Misseriya 

community in Birao (see S/2019/930, annex 3.1), Misseriya traditional leaders demanded 

that the Goula pay over 220 million FCFA ($40,000) under the traditional diya mechanism, 

to compensate for their losses.30 The leaders were requesting compensation for losses 

suffered by the Misseriya community and to settle previous debts incurred during their 

support to the Séléka. Given the size of the diya, payment was not made in full by the 

Goulas. In the following months, both Goula and Misseriya groups started to alternate 

between negotiations and threats. The death of the Goula armed group leader “general” Issa 

Issaka Aubin (see S/2020/662, annex 3.5) at the hands of Misseriya armed elements in 

February 2020, and the subsequent attack on Ndélé by Goula armed elements in March (see 

S/2020/662, para. 48), considerably worsened relations between the two communities. 

Competing demands for diya compensation payments is a key characteristic of the 

relationship between ethnic groups at the CAR-Sudan border. Sudanese ethnic groups are 

considered more powerful in terms of weaponry and fighters, and thus tend to use any 

incident to demand a diya for reparation. Fearing reprisals, CAR ethnic groups often rely 

on armed groups members from their ethnicity to defend their interests. At the time of 

writing, negotiations had resumed between Misseriya and Goula leaders for the payment 

of the diya in an effort to prevent further attacks.31  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________ 

30 Community and armed group representatives. 
31 Community leader. 
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Annex 3.11: FPRC communiqué condemning the attack on Boromata (2 December 2020) / 

Communiqué du FPRC condamnant l’attaque sur Boromata (2 Decembre 2020). 

 

 

  

FPRC – Cabinet du Président – Porte-parole 1 

 

FRONT POPULAIRE POUR LA 

RENAISSANCE DE CENTRAFRIQUE 

PRESIDENCE 

N° 02/FPRC/PRES/PP/020 

 

République Centrafricaine 

Unité - Dignité - Travail 

 

 

 

COMMUNIQUE DE PRESSE 

 

  Le Président du FPRC, le Général Noureidine Adam, est fortement préoccupée par la 

détérioration de la situation sécuritaire dans la préfecture de la Vakaga et condamne avec fermeté 

l’attaque lâche, barbare contre des populations civiles innocentes de Boromata et des Villages 

environnants de Mamoun et Zanzir. Ces violences sont inacceptables et aucune cause ne saurait les 

justifier. 

 

  En cette douloureuse circonstance, le Président du FPRC, le Général Noureidine Adam, tient 

premièrement à souligner sa solidarité aux populations de Boromata, Zanzir et Mamoun, victimes de cette folie 

meurtrière qu’il condamne fermement ; et présente ses condoléances les plus émues aux familles affligées. 

Que Dieu accorde aux victimes le repos éternel de leur âme et un prompt rétablissement aux blessés. 

 
  Le Président du FPRC, le Général Noureidine Adam, appelle la population de la Vakaga à la 

retenue et, surtout, de collaborer avec la MINUSCA en lui facilitant l’accès et la libre circulation pour 

l’exercice de son mandat : celui de protéger la population civile.  

 

  Le Président du FPRC, le Général Noureidine Adam, se met à la disposition de la communauté 

nationale et internationale pour trouver ensemble des solutions idoines pour le rétablissement de la 

sécurité et, ainsi, de la paix dans la zone. 

 

 

 

Fait à Bangui, le 03 mars 2020 

 

Porte-parole du FPRC 

 
Aboubakar Siddick Ali 
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Annex 3.12: Attacks of armed fighters from South Sudan on UPC positions in Bambouti / 

Attaque de combattants venant du Soudan du Sud sur les positions de l’UPC à Bambouti. 

 

According to confidential reports32 and a wide range of sources, based in the CAR and South 

Sudan, armed elements from South Sudan territory participated in an attack in Bambouti (Haut-

Mbomou Prefecture, CAR) on 8 November 2020. Those elements reportedly crossed the border 

into the CAR, targeted UPC positions in town, killing two UPC elements including Ali Samtiago 

(see S/2019/608, annex 4.10) who was in charge of the UPC ‘gendarmerie’. The assailants then 

returned back to South Sudan, leaving Bambouti under UPC control. UPC reinforcements were 

sent from Zemio and Mboki in the aftermath, as confirmed to the Panel by local sources and UPC 

members. Subsequently, a number of reprisal attacks by UPC reportedly took place in South 

Sudanese territory which has resulted in some population displacement. These reprisals included 

the killing of two hunters on 12 November 2020, the harassment of farmers between Source Yubu 

and Barikuna, in Tamboura and Ezo Counties, Western Equatoria State and an attack on Source 

Yubu on 18 November (see map below).33  

In a press release of 8 November 2020, the office of the Governor Western Equatoria State 

accused Major General James Nando Mark of being responsible for the attack on Bambouti.34 

Major General James Nando Mark defected from the Sudan People’s Liberation Army-in-

Opposition (SPLA-IO) to join the South Sudanese People’s Defence Forces (SSPDF) in March 

2020 (see S/2020/1180, para. 28). Other sources, including international partners and Bambouti-

based sources, also told the Panel that armed elements from South Sudan who took part in fighting 

in Bambouti belonged to forces under Major General James Nando Mark.  

In the months preceding the attack on Bambouti, UPC fighters had strengthened their presence in 

the area. UPC elements had reportedly made a number of incursions into the territory of South 

Sudan prior to the incident and were accused of harassing Zande civilians, there including in 

Barikuna, the hometown of Major James Nando Mark. In a meeting with the Panel, UPC local 

leader in Haut-Mbomou Prefecture “general” Guenderou considered that the attack on Bambouti 

was initiated by local Zande youth from South Sudan working with local authorities and youth 

from Bambouti and Obo sharing the same Zande background. 

The Panel cannot confirm the involvement of Major General Nando in the attack. It is, however, 

the Panel’s view that individuals supporting the attack are likely to be those whose economic 

interests were negatively impacted by UPC’s growing control over local economic activities  

  

__________________ 

32 Confidential reports, 9, 10 and 13 November 2020.  
33 Panel meeting with a confidential source, Bangui, 24 November 2020; Confidential reports, 15 and 16 November and 15 

December 2020.   
34 https://thessherald.com/2020/11/09/ex-spla-io-commander-accused-of-cross-border-attacks-in-car/, accessed on 18 December 

2020. 

https://thessherald.com/2020/11/09/ex-spla-io-commander-accused-of-cross-border-attacks-in-car/
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including through illegal taxation (see, for instance, annex 4.7 of this report). The United Nations 

report of the Secretary-General on the situation in South Sudan of 9 December 2020 cited the 

possible involvement of a businessman from the CAR, who would have mobilized youth from 

the Zande community, located on both sides of the border (see S/2020/1180, para. 28). 

On 27 November, the Panel wrote to the Government of the Republic of South Sudan to request 

information on these incidents and the reported involvement of Major General James Nando 

Mark. No response had been provided at the time of writing of this report. 

 

Map from Western Equatoria State (source: UN, annotations by the Panel). 
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Annex 3.13: CAR Government letter to ECCAS (mid-November 2020) / Lettre du 

Gouvernement centrafricain à la CEEAC (mi-novembre 2020). 

 

 

Excerpt from a letter sent mid-December 2020. 

Full text of the letter obtained by the Panel from a confidential source and archived at United 

Nations. 

 

« Bien que la situation sécuritaire ait connu une réelle amélioration au cours de ces derniers 

 mois, des menaces à la paix et à la sécurité subsistent. Conscient que les prochaines élections ne 

sont pas totalement à l’abri de ces menaces, la nécessité d’un déploiement de la Force 

Multinationale de l’Afrique (FOMAC) en vue de la sécurisation des élections groupées du 27 

décembre 2020, conformément aux dispositions à la fois de l’article 34 (3) du Traité révisé 

instituant la Communauté Economique des Etats de l’Afrique centrale du 18 décembre 2019, des 

articles 3 et 4 (b, d) du protocole relatif au Conseil de Paix et de Sécurité de l’Afrique centrale et 

à l’article 7 du Pacte d’Assistance Mutuelle entre les Etats membres de la CEEAC du 24 février 

2000 s’impose. 

En conséquence, je me permets de solliciter formellement l’envoi et le déploiement dans les 

meilleurs délais possibles de la FOMAC en République centrafricaine, afin d’y garantir la tenue de 

ces échéances électorales, libres, transparentes, crédibles, inclusives et pacifiques. 

Pour faire face à la porosité de nos frontières qui s’établissent sur plus de 5000 kilomètres et 

constituent la première source d’insécurité de notre pays, il est souhaitable que cette force 

puisse, à une phrase ultérieure aider à la sécurisation, à la reconstruction et au développement 

post-conflit au niveau des zones frontalières. » 
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Annex 3.14: Further information on the 18th ECCAS Ordinary Conference of Heads of 

State and Government (Libreville, 27 November 2020) / Informations complémentaires sur 

la 18e Session ordinaire de la Conférence des Chefs d’Etat et de Gouvernement de la 

CEEAC (Libreville, 27 Novembre 2020). 

 

During the Conference, ECCAS Member States on 27 November 2020 renewed their call for the 

lifting of the arms embargo on the Central African Republic (see next page). They had already 

expressed such views in the past, for instance during the joint ECOWAS/ECCAS Summit of 30 

July 2018, held in Lomé (see S/2018/1119, annex 9.7). 

ECCAS Member States also appointed a mediator for the crisis in the CAR. Officials from 

ECCAS and other diplomatic sources told the Panel that the objective of the mediator would be 

to facilitate and boost the implementation of the Political Agreement for Peace and Reconciliation 

in the Central African Republic (see S/2019/145), signed in February 2019. On 12 December 

2020, during a joint press conference with the President of ECCAS Commission, held at the end 

of a joint mission in the Central African Republic, the United Nations Special Representative for 

Central Africa and Head of the United Nations Regional Office for Central Africa, François 

Louncény Fall, said that the mediator would be appointed among the heads of state of ECCAS 

members.35 This information was confirmed to the Panel by an ECCAS representative. 

ECCAS Member States also decided that an election observation mission would be sent to the 

Central African Republic for the legislative and presidential elections of 27 December 2020. 

François Louncény Fall indicated that the head of this mission would be a former head of State 

from an ECCAS member.36 

 

 

__________________ 

35 See Radio France Internationale, « Centrafrique: la délégation de haut-représentants a rencontré François Bozizé  », 13 December 

2020. https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20201213-centrafrique-la-délégation-de-haut-représentants-a-rencontré-françois-bozizé. 
36 Idem. 

https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20201213-centrafrique-la-délégation-de-haut-représentants-a-rencontré-françois-bozizé
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Excerpts from the Statement adopted by Heads of State and Government, Libreville, 27 

November 2020. 

Full text available at https://ceeac-eccas.org/presidence/xviiieme-session-ordinaire-de-la-

conference-des-chefs-detat-et-de-gouvernement-de-la-communaute-economique-des-etats-de-

lafrique-centrale-ceeac-2/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ceeac-eccas.org/presidence/xviiieme-session-ordinaire-de-la-conference-des-chefs-detat-et-de-gouvernement-de-la-communaute-economique-des-etats-de-lafrique-centrale-ceeac-2/
https://ceeac-eccas.org/presidence/xviiieme-session-ordinaire-de-la-conference-des-chefs-detat-et-de-gouvernement-de-la-communaute-economique-des-etats-de-lafrique-centrale-ceeac-2/
https://ceeac-eccas.org/presidence/xviiieme-session-ordinaire-de-la-conference-des-chefs-detat-et-de-gouvernement-de-la-communaute-economique-des-etats-de-lafrique-centrale-ceeac-2/
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Annex 3.15: Bilateral cooperation on security issues between the Central African Republic 

and neighbouring countries / Coopération bilatérale sur les questions de sécurité entre la 

République centrafricaine et les pays voisins. 

 

Bilateral cooperation between the Central African Republic and Cameroon 

The 12th session of the Cameroon and Central African Republic joint commission of cooperation 

was held in Bangui on 6 and 7 May 2019 (see Panel’s 2019 midterm report, S/2019/608, para. 36 

and annex 3.2). 

This session of the joint commission had been preceded by a meeting specifically dedicated to 

border security issues, held in Garoua-Boulaï (East Province of Cameroon) in September 2018 (see 

S/2018/1119, para. 47). The delegations of the Central African Republic, led by Minister of Defence 

Marie-Noëlle Koyara, and Cameroon, led by the East Region Governor Grégoire Mvongo,37 

identified a number of common threats, including trafficking in arms and natural resources, 

poaching and tensions around agro-pastoral issues. The two delegations also agreed upon a number 

of recommendations, for instance, the strengthening of intelligence sharing and of cooperation 

between national defence and security forces of both countries, including through possible joint 

patrols.38 

Another bilateral meeting dedicated to border security was planned to take place in Bouar (CAR, 

Nana-Mambéré Prefecture) in 2020. First planned on 5-6 September 2020, it was cancelled at the 

request of the CAR authorities. According to officials from CAR Ministry of Defence, the 

cancellation was due to budgetary issues and disagreements between several Ministers over the 

identity of the head of the CAR delegation. Subsequently planned on 2-3 November 2020, the 

meeting was again cancelled, this time at the request of the authorities of Cameroon. 

Bilateral cooperation between the Central African Republic and the Republic of the Congo 

As mentioned in the Panel’s 2019 final report, the fifth session of the joint commission of the 

Central African Republic and the Republic of the Congo took place on 5 and 6 August 2019. The 

two countries signed 12 agreements, including one on poaching and the illegal exploitation of forest 

products and wildlife, one establishing a subcommittee on defence and security and one establishing 

a subcommittee on borders (see S/2019/930, para. 109 and annex 5.1). 

From 4 to 6 July 2020, the two countries held the second session of the subcommittee on defence 

and security, and of the subcommittee on borders.39 During the meeting, co-chaired by CAR 

Minister of Defence Marie-Noëlle Koyara and the Minister of Interior of the Republic of Congo 

Raymond Zéphirin Mboulou, the two delegations discussed cross-border criminality, including 

trafficking in arms and wildlife products. They committed to strengthen bilateral cooperation, for 

example through increased information sharing and the building up of the capacities of border 

control agencies. 

  
__________________ 

37 Representing the Minister delegate at the Presidency in charge of Defence.  
38 Full report of the meeting is archived at the United Nations.  
39 Full report of the session of the subcommittee on defence and security is archived at the United Nations.  
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Officials from the CAR Ministry of Defence told the Panel that preparations were underway for 

the deployment of a mixed technical mission along the border between CAR and the Republic of 

the Congo, in view of facilitating its delimitation and demarcation. Ultimately, the objective of 

CAR authorities is to establish a number of posts all along the border, with elements from FACA 

and ISF, as is the case of Mongoumba (Lobaye Prefecture). 
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Annex 4.1: List of prefectures with UPC presence / Liste des prefectures avec une présence 

de l’UPC. 

 

Basse-Kotto 

Haute-Kotto 

Haute-Mbomou 

Mbomou 

Nana-Gribizi 

Ouaka 

Ouham 

 

(See map in annex 1.1 of this report). 
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Annex 4.2: Pictures of UPC fighters / Photos de combattants UPC. 

 

Screenshots from a video obtained by the Panel from a UPC affiliated source on 9 December 

2020. Fighters reportedly moving from Bria to Ippy in December 2020 with military uniforms, 

weapons of war and ammunition. 
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Annex 4.3: Map of Ouaka Prefecture showing areas mentioned in the report / Carte de la 

prefecture de la Ouaka montrant les zones mentionnées dans le rapport. 

Map by the United Nations edited by the Panel. 
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Annex 4.4: UPC taxation system in the mining sector / Le système de taxation de l’UPC 

dans le secteur minier. 

 

Below the level of taxes imposed by UPC in the Ouaka Prefecture: 

Miner: 2,000 FCFA ($4) 

Artisanal miner: 40,000 FCFA ($75) and 10,000 FCFA ($19) for one pit 

Collector: 1,000000 FCFA ($1,873) 
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Annex 4.5: Child and forced labour on mining sites controlled by UPC / Travail des enfants 

et travail force dans les chantiers miniers controlés par l’UPC. 

 

The Panel confirmed that child and forced labour were used in mining sites controlled by UPC. 

In October, the Panel witnessed children aged between nine and 13 working in mining sites 

located on the road between Djoubissi and Katsha. Four sources involved in mining in Ouaka 

Prefecture told the Panel that the practice was also observed in other mining sites in this 

prefecture. Several miners told the Panel that as part of the requirements to operate in UPC 

territory, they were asked to work occasionally for UPC production without a salary. 
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Annex 4.6: IMC mining permit / Permis minier de IMC.  
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Annex 4.7: UPC taxation in Haut-Mbomou Prefecture: a military strategy to “wage war” 

against civilians / La taxation dans la prefecture du Haut Mbomou: une tactique militaire 

pour “faire la guerre” aux civils. 

 

In a meeting with the Panel on 20 October 2020, Guenderou defended UPC actions by 

referring to the treatment of Muslims during the May 2020 events and particularly the 

human rights abuses committed by FACA soldiers (see paras 75-79 of the report’s body). 

According to local sources in Zemio, Mboki and Obo, UPC maintained roadblocks in 

Kitessa and Tamboura villages along the Zemio-Obo road. Civilians had to pay different 

fees depending on their mode of transport and additional fees for transporting goods. A 

“laissez-passer” - with one stamp each from the Mayor, Guenderou and the UPC-run 

gendarmerie - to travel from Mboki to Obo cost 6,000 FCFA ($11) per person as each stamp 

required a payment of 2,000 FCFA ($4), a considerable amount for any civilian. UPC also 

put a limit of 20,000 FCFA ($37) for purchases in the market, and collected taxes on goods 

being sold. On 17 October, a youth who arrived to Mboki and was found carrying 210,000 

FCFA ($392) was detained by UPC elements and his money stolen.  

Commercial vehicles bound for Obo were blocked in Mboki. For example, in May 2020, 

196 sacks of cement were seized by UPC in Mboki and then resold. Sources in Haut-

Mbomou told the Panel that the same dynamics were prevalent in Bambouti, close to the 

South Sudan border, where UPC also enforced restrictions on residents travelling to Obo. 

Trucks carrying goods from South Sudan to Obo were also prohibited from leaving by UPC 

elements. Additionally, the presence of UPC fighters moving from Mboki to Bambouti in 

the bush and frequent attacks on villages around Obo generated insecurity and limited Obo 

residents’ freedom of movement. This negatively impacted locals’ ability to reach their 

fields, contributing to the further inflation of prices. For example, on 11 December 2020 in 

Nguiri-nguiri, a farmer was reportedly attacked by four UPC elements.  
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Annex 5.1: Forces armées centrafricaines training and deployment issues / Formation et 

déploiement des Forces armées centrafricaines. 

 

In furtherance of the five-year recruitment plan (2018-2022), which aimed at revitalizing the 

national army, from 23 September to 30 November 2020, 1,210 new FACA recruits began basic 

military training (Formation Elémentaire Toutes Armes or FETTA) under the supervision and 

guidance of the European Union Training Mission (EUTM). Although new recruits have been 

certified and graduated by the CAR authorities on 21 and 26 November 2020, training had not 

been completed in accordance with EUTM standards. The training had been cut short to allow 

for participation in the 1 December parade, and never resumed. 

With MINUSCA support, the CAR authorities developed and implemented an integrated 

security plan for the elections. Beginning in late November 2020, MINUSCA provided logistical 

support to assist FACA and Internal Security Forces (ISF) to deploy additional elements to 

secure election operations. As of writing, a total of 4,558 FACA, and 3,971 ISF had been 

deployed, constituting an increase of 2,636 FACA and 390 ISF. The Panel was informed that 

some of the recently graduated FACA elements would be deployed as part of the integrated 

security plan for the elections, but their role and deployment location have not been made clear, 

according to some international partners.  

While significant emphasis has been placed on recruitment (see S/2020/622), training and 

increasing FACA deployment numbers, the operational and logistical support provided to FACA 

units in the field remained weak. This had an effect of limiting the FACA’s ability to respond in 

a timely and effective manner and to meet the security needs of the country and population. For 

example, following the 1 December 2020 attack on Boromata (Vakaga Prefecture) by Sudanese 

Misseriya fighters, the FACA commander in Birao informed the Panel that FACA soldiers did 

not have the means to buy fuel for vehicles, rendering them reliant on MINUSCA for 

transportation to Boromata. In the interim, as indicated in paragraph 41 of the body of this report, 

armed group elements based in Vakaga and neighbouring prefectures of Haute-Kotto and 

Bamingui-Bangoran rapidly deployed in response to the attack.  

Failure to provide operational support to FACA elements in the field also undermined morale 

and continued to pave the way for predatory behaviour by FACA on local populations. During a 

Panel visit to Bocaranga (Ouham-Pendé Prefecture) in October 2020, the FACA soldiers 

deployed in the area during the “A la londo” operation were observed living in squalid 

conditions, without sufficient military and logistics equipment to support their mission. Their 

commander, who was the only element in uniform, informed the Panel that due to delays in 

receiving their subsistence allowance and a lack of medicine and mosquito nets, he could not 

control his elements who were going into town with their arms even when off-duty. As this 

example evidenced, FACA discipline and inadequate weapons and ammunition management in 

the field has resulted in a negative rather than a positive impact on security in many localities 

where they are deployed. 

In Ndélé (Bamingui-Bangoran Prefecture), where FACA redeployed in May 2020 for the first 

time since 2012 (see S/2020/662, para 68), a humanitarian worker in Ndélé observed that curfew   
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was introduced at 6 p.m. for their humanitarian organization due to increased risks arising from 

FACA drinking in the evening, rather than armed group behaviour. Amongst other incidents in 

Ndélé, on 31 August 2020, four days after the signature of a non-aggression pact aimed at 

restoring peace in the city, a FACA element fired in the air while under the influence of alcohol 

and a stray bullet hit a local mosque.40   

 

 

__________________ 

40 Confidential report, 11 September 2020.  
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Annex 5.2: Arbitrary arrests by FACA soldiers of Fulanis in Nana-Mambéré Prefecture / 

Arrestations arbitraires des Peulhs dans la préfecture de la Nana-Mambéré. 

 

Failure to provide justice and accountability, particularly in instances perceived as targeting of 

certain communities, such as the Fulani, continued to feed into certain armed group’s narrative 

as the protectors of those communities (see S/2020/662, annex 4.4). In Mboki (Haut-Mbomou 

Prefecture), the local UPC leader, “general’ Hassan Guenderou used anti-FACA rhetoric to 

justify UPC’s response to the May events and its aggressive taxation policy against Obo 

inhabitants (see para. 68 of the body’s report). Meanwhile, 3R leader Sidiki has also continued 

to strengthen the narrative of the 3R as the protectors of Fulani, claiming in a 6 October 2020 

communiqué to have kidnapped two ISF agents for their role in carrying out arbitrary arrests of 

Fulanis (see annex 2.8 of this report for Abass Sidiki’s communiqué of 6 October 2020). 

The Panel received information from local sources during missions to Nana-Mambéré and 

Ouham-Pendé Prefectures from 3 to 12 October 2020 of Fulanis being specifically targeted and 

arbitrarily arrested by FACA soldiers on the side-lines of the joint FACA-MINUSCA Operation 

“A la londo launched on 17 June. One victim of these arbitrary arrests confirmed to the Panel 

that he had been arrested by FACA soldiers in Baboua (Nana-Mambéré Prefecture) in June 2020 

along with three other Fulanis. All four had been accused of being 3R, although no evidence was 

presented against them by the FACA elements who arrested them. Eventually, this individual 

was transferred within a group of around 20 Fulanis to the Section de Recherches et Investigation 

(SRI) and then to Ngaragba prison in Bangui.  

Arbitrary arrests of Fulanis by FACA soldiers in Bouar (Nana-Mambéré Prefecture) spiked in 

mid-September 2020 after the attack by 3R on the FACA convoy in Bomari (Ouham-Pende 

Prefecture) on 8 September. For example, in a case reported to local authorities by civil society, 

on 16 September, on their way to the market two Fulani male youth were arbitrarily arrested by 

the FACA in Bouar.  

Local sources confirmed that fewer arrests took place after the issue of arbitrary arrests of the 

Fulanis had been discussed at a meeting with local authorities, MINUSCA, FACA and ISF 

representatives on 21 September 2020 in Bouar. However, the same sources confirmed to the 

Panel that Fulanis had continued to be targeted by FACA elements, mainly for extortion 

purposes, in the market and at roadblocks in early October in Bouar and Bocaranga (Ouham-

Pendé Prefecture). A local butcher explained to the Panel in October that prices for beef had 

increased in Bouar as Fulani were unwilling to come to market in Bouar for fear of being 

arrested.  

Similar to the situation in Obo (see paras. 75-79), the arrests of the Fulani in Nana-Mambéré 

Prefecture were mainly carried out by FACA soldiers working alone, despite the presence of the 

ISF and State prosecutor. The Panel was told by a number of local sources in Bouar that the 

FACA soldiers often detained the Fulanis for a short period to take their money without the 

justice system being involved.  
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Local sources also contrasted the frequent arrests of Fulanis with the absence of reaction by 

FACA soldiers to anti-balaka elements’ continued presence and possession of weapons and 

ammunition close to the FACA checkpoints in Bouar. Also, the Panel was told that when Fulanis 

were the victims of an incident, they had no access to justice. For example, on the night of 9 -10 

September 2020, a group of Fulani herders was robbed of 125 head of cattle and three Fulani 

herders were tied up and physically assaulted in Voin close to Baoro (Nana-Mambéré Prefecture). 

Despite the Fulani herders making an official complaint to the gendarmerie and with the 

Prosecutor, and evidence pointing to the involvement of anti-balaka elements under Ibrahim 

Ndalé (see S/2017/1023, paras. 202-208), neither the Prosecutor, the FACA nor the FSI went to 

the location to investigate further.  
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Annex 5.3: Photographs of the weapons seized by the FACA in Obo during the searches 

of the houses in the Arab District in May 2020 / Photographies des armes saisies par les 

FACA pendant la fouille des résidences du quartier arabe d’Obo en mai 2020. 

 

Weapons photographed by the Panel in Obo on 21 October 2020. 
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Annex 5.4: Joint security units contributed to insecurity in deployment areas / Les unités 

spéciales mixtes de sécurité ont contribué à l'insécurité dans leurs zones de déploiement 

 

Joint security units (Unités spéciales mixtes de sécurité (USMS)) were supposed to be  

operational by April 2019, 60 days after the signature of the February 2019 peace agreement (see 

S/2020/662, paras. 64-69, and S/2019/930, paras. 28–37). Following significant delays and 

setbacks, USMS west units were operationalized in November 2020 and began conducting basic 

vehicle and foot patrols in their first two locations, Bouar and Paoua. Training for USMS centre 

units was anticipated to begin in mid-November 2020 but was postponed due to delays in the 

disarmament process. Construction of two additional USMS west camps in Bossangoa (Ouham 

Prefecture) and Koui (Ouham-Pendé Prefecture) remained ongoing and planned respectively. 

Construction of USMS centre camps in Kaga Bandoro (Nana-Grébizi Prefecture) and Bria 

(Haute-Kotto Prefecture) had begun and USMS east remained in the planning phase. Finally, 

African Union military observers, envisaged to provide oversight for USMS units, had not yet 

been deployed, despite the operationalisation of USMS west units.  

Repeated incidents of indiscipline, combined with poor weapons and ammunition management at 

USMS camps, negatively impacted security in areas where USMS units were deployed. During 

recent Panel visits to Bouar, Paoua and Ndélé in October and November 2020, local community 

members reported drunk, aggressive and predatory behaviour by USMS elements and poor relations 

between FACA commanders, ISF and former armed group USMS elements. On 10-11 November 

2020, USMS west elements mounted roadblocks on national roads in coordinated protests in Bouar 

and Paoua, crucially blocking the MSR1 supply route. USMS Paoua elements issued a communiqué 

giving the CAR authorities a 48-hour ultimatum to pay arrears of four months of salaries and to be 

assigned official military ID numbers (see document below). The issue was temporarily resolved 

by the payment of two months of deployment bonus arrears, but the question of whether or not 

USMS elements would be integrated into the national defence and security forces remained 

unresolved.41 This was the second time that USMS elements had blocked the country’s main supply 

road (see S/2020/662, annex 6.1). A week later, on 21 November, a FACA soldier deployed in 

Paoua killed a former anti-balaka USMS element.42 In response, on 23 November, USMS former 

anti-balaka elements in Bouar accessed the camp armoury, seized weapons and rode through town 

on motorcycles firing in the air and causing panic.43 

Additionally, desertion by USMS elements, including desertion with arms, continued to be an 

issue, further underscoring weapons and ammunition management inefficacy at USMS camps. 

Of a total of 666 USMS west elements, 105 were reported as missing at the end of November 

2020, at least 65 of whom were believed to have deserted.44 

  

__________________ 

41 Confidential report, FACA and diplomatic sources.   
42 Idem.   
43 Idem.   
44 Confidential source.  
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On 22 December 2020, in the context of a period of heightened insecurity, several credible 

sources reported that the weapons and ammunition storage containers at USMS west camp in 

Bouar had been emptied and that no USMS elements were present. Stocks consisted of 

approximately 268 assault rifles and unknown quantity of ammunition. Further desertion with 

arms of at least 12 USMS west elements in Paoua was also reported on 21 December 2020 but 

could not be confirmed. The Panel will continue to investigate this issue.  

 

Communiqué issued by USMS Paoua elements on 6 November 2020.    
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Annex 6.1: Photographs of the delivery of BRDM-2 armoured vehicles at M’Poko 

International Airport on 15 October 2020 and photographs of one BRDM-2 seized by 3R 

and anti-balaka on 23 December 2020 in Boali (Ombella-M’Poko Prefecture) / 

Photographies de la livraison de véhicules blindés BRDM-2 à l'aéroport de M'Poko le 15 

octobre 2020 et photographies d'un BRDM-2 saisi par 3R et des anti-balaka le 23 décembre 

2020 à Boali (préfecture d'Ombella-M'Poko). 

 

Photograph taken by the Panel at M’Poko airport on 15 October 2020 during the first delivery of 

ten BRDM-2 and weapons to be installed on the BRDM-2.  

 

 
 

Photograph taken on 23 December 2020 sent to the Panel by a confidential source showing one 

BRDM-2 armoured vehicle in the hands of 3R and anti-balaka fighters, reportedly in Boali. 
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Screenshots of video footage taken on 23 December 2020, sent to the Panel by a confidential 

source. The video showed one BRDM-2 in the hands of 3R and anti-balaka fighters, reportedly in 

Boali (Ombella-M’Poko Prefecture), with armed group members posing with the vehicle and 

holding up stickers of the Russian and Central African Republic flags which were affixed to the 

vehicles at the time of delivery in October 2020.  
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Annex 6.2: Radio communiqués issued by the FACA Chief of Staff and the Minister of 

Defence on the 25 and 26 December 2020 / Communiqués radio émis par le chef d'état-

major des FACA et la Ministre de la Défense les 25 et 26 décembre 2020. 
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Annex 6.3: Follow-up on weapons seized in Birao and photographs / Suivi des armes saisies 

à Birao et photographies. 

 

In its last report, the Panel outlined details regarding the recovery of an FPRC vehicle containing 

weapons and ammunition by FACA following fighting in Birao in February 2020, which local 

sources indicated were subsequently sold or given to MLCJ elements and Kara youth, and that the 

vehicle was given to the Sultan of Birao (see S/2020/662, paras. 44-46). Following further 

investigations, the Panel was able to confirm that one mortar tube and base plate, one machine gun 

and a case of 12.7mm ammunition were transported by FACA to Bangui, where they were stored 

in an armoury at Camp de Roux (see photographs below). The majority of items seized, however, 

remained unaccounted for, including: one mortar bomb, one rocket and a launcher, two machine 

guns, one pick-up truck, and considerable quantities of three other types of ammunition. A 

Ministry of Defence official informed the Panel that the FACA had given the materiel to the faction 

who fought with the FACA to defend Birao but that they envisaged that materiel may be 

recuperated through the disarmament process.  

On 23 September 2020, the Panel sent a letter to the CAR Government requesting further 

information but had yet to receive an official response by the time of writing of this report. 

Photographs taken by the Panel at Camp de Roux armoury on 20 October 2020.  
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Annex 6.4: Concerns regarding the safe storage of seized explosives / Préoccupations 

concernant le stockage sécurisé d’explosifs saisis. 

 

On 1 September 2020, the Gendarmerie seized two vehicles at the Cameroonian border (Beloko, 

Nana Mambéré Prefecture) containing just over one tonne of explosive materials (1012.5kg), 

3,000 ml of detonating cord and 2,000 detonators in transit to Bangui for use by MINUSCA. 

Citing concerns that the import of explosive material required an advance notification to the 

Sanctions Committee, the Gendarmerie had maintained possession of the vehicles and their 

contents at Camp Izamo in Bangui. On 9 November, a report issued by the Gendarmerie stated 

their desire to transfer the two vehicles to the central armoury at Camp Kassaï in order to avoid 

a potential accident. At the time of drafting of this report, however, the two vehicles remained at 

camp Izamo, as confirmed by eyewitnesses.  

 

On 8 December, the Panel visited Camp Izamo and verified the storage location of the 

vehicles,but was not granted access to inspect their contents. In terms of the security of the 

explosives, the Panel is of the view that International Ammunition Technical Guidelines on 

storage of explosives have not been met, presenting a risk to civilians living nearby, as well as a 

risk of loss, theft or diversion of explosive materials to armed groups, especially at a time of 

increased insecurity in the country. 

 


